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Abstract 
Three different aspects of the sinh-Gordon model are explored in this thesis. We 
begin, in chapter one, w i th a summary of the model and the necessary background. 
Chapter two studies the model w i th two boundary conditions. Two approaches are 
presented to investigate the reflection factors off the boundaries and the energy of the 
theory. In chapter three, perturbation theory is developed to study the theory with 
one general boundary condition. A contribution to the quantum reflection factor is 
obtained and compared wi th the result obtained for the special boundary condition. 
Chapters four and five investigate the supersymmetric extension of the model in the 
presence of a single boundary. Firstly, the classical l imits of the supersymmetric re-
flection matrices are checked. The exact reflection factors are studied perturbatively 
up to the second order of the coupling constant. Secondly, the perturbation theory 
and the path integral formalism are employed in the supersymmetric model to study 
the quantum reflection factors. We conclude wi th a brief sixth chapter describing 
the outlook for further investigations. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to AfRne Toda 
Theory 
1.1 Introduction 
AfRne Toda field theory is a theory of massive scalar fields characterised by Lie 
algebras g of rank r (for a review see [1]). The classical field theory is described by 
the Lagrangian density 
c^\d,4>''d^r-v{4>), (1-1) 
where ^" (x , t ) , a = 1 , r are real scalar fields in two-dimensional Minkowski space-
time. The potential V distinguishes between the diff'erent theories by its relation to 
different Lie algebras and takes the form 
(^</') = ^E^^e''^'-' (1-2) 
where m is the mass parameter, (3 is dimensionless real coupling constant. The 
vector ai,...,ar are a set of simple roots for the Lie algebra g, meaning that they are 
linearly independent and any other root may be expressed as linear combination of 
them. In particular, the special root is a linear combination of the simple roots 
r 
a o ^ - ^ n ^ t t i (1.3) 
1=1 
11 
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corresponds to the extra spot on an extended Dynkin diagram for g. The integer 
no is always chosen to be one. The sum of the integers h = Y^^o ' ^ i is called the 
Coxeter number. This number is characteristic for each type of theory, for example 
see the table below [2 . 
9 6(1) n 
M) 9^^' " 2 n - l " n + l ^6 d^ 
h r + 1 2r 2r 2r - 2 30 12 6 2r + 1 2r - 1 r + 1 9 6 
Table 1.1: The correspondence between Lie algebra and the Coxeter number 
The field equation of motion for affine Toda field theory can be obtained from 
the Lagrangian (1.1) 
m 2 r E (1.4) 
^ . = 1 
Through the thesis we w i l l refer the Lagrangian density as the Lagrangian. In 
principle we know that the Lagrangian is the spatial integral of a Lagrangian density. 
The affine Toda theories fa l l into two classes under the transformation of the 
root 
a. ^ (1.5) 
\Oii 
The first class is called the self dual, in which the theories are mapped onto them-
selves by this transformation. The self dual set are a\^\ d^^\ e^ ^^ ^ which have roots 
of equal length and which has roots of three different lengths. The other class 
contains dual pairs in which the theories are mapped into each other. They are 
(^'i'US-i), (^?2'Uf^) and [ f ^ \ e f ^ ) . The Dynkin diagrams for the 
self dual and dual pairs can be found in [3 . 
The mass matr ix and couplings of the theory can be obtained by perturbative 
expansion of the potential (1.2) 
V{<j^) m 
2 r 
E n. + ^ E n . a « a j 0 y -
^ 2 = 0 
+ . . . , (1.6) 
=0 " i=0 " i=0 
where the linear term in (p vanishes due to (1.3). The second and th i rd terms display 
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the mass matr ix and three-point coupling 
( 1 . 7 ) 
1=0 
A complete calculation of the mass spectrum and the coupling constant for all affine 
Toda theories was presented in [4 . 
1.2 The classical Affine Toda theory 
Aflfine Toda theory is an integrable field theory, in the sense that there are infinitely 
many conserved charges in involution. There are two ways to establish the classical 
integrability of the theory. One is to consider the densities which integrate to yield 
the conserved charges labelled by their spins. More specifically, consider the density 
T in terms of light-cone coordinates and for spin s i t satisfies 
d^T±^s-i) = 5 ± e ± ( , _ i ) ( 1 . 8 ) 
for some 0±(5_i) . The conserved charges is then obtained by the integral of motion 
Qs + Q-s = dx ( T ± ( , _ I ) - e ± ( , _ i ) ) . ( 1 . 9 ) 
Another way is to examine the Lax pair or the zero curvature condition. The basic 
idea of a Lax pair requires to introduce a two components gauge field , those zero 
curvature vanishes i f and only the affine Toda equation is satisfied. 
The zero curvature condition is stated as 
Foi = doA, - d,Ao + [Ao, A,] = 0. ( 1 . 1 0 ) 
Here the two components of the two dimensional vector potential A^ are given by 
1 . . ^ 1 
0 
( 1 . 1 1 ) 
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where the notations are chosen as do = dt and 5i = 5x, A is a parameter, Hi are the 
generators of the Cartan subalgebra and Ea^, -B-a, are step operators corresponding 
to the simple roots. They satisfy 
H, Ea.] — aiEa^ 
The zero curvature condition (1.10) leads to the affine Toda field equation (1.4), 
once the coefficients rrii are chosen to satisfy 
= \n,al (1.13) 
While showing the equivalence between the zero curvature condition and the equa-
t ion of motion, the parameters m and {3 in field equation have been scaled away for 
convenience, since they are classically unimportant. The conserved quantities can 
then be constructed by using the path-ordered exponential of the gauge potential 
^ 1 [5-7]. 
1.3 The quantum Affine Toda theory 
In the quantum field theory, the matr ix of the transition amplitudes 
S f i = out < f \ ^ >in 
is known as the ^-matr ix , which describes a physical scattering process, where | i > 
and I / > denote the in i t i a l and final state respectively. 
In general, the ^ -mat r ix of the two-dimensional theory is a very complicated 
object. However for affine Toda field theories the matter can be simplified consid-
erably. Affine Toda field theory describes a set of distinguishable particles, each 
particle being distinguished by conserved charges of non-zero spin. We choose to 
wri te the two-momentum pa = (ua, ka) of a particle a in terms of its rapidity da, 
coa = rua cosh 9a, = ma siuh 9a, (1.14) 
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where LOa and ka are the energy and momentum of the particle a. The single-particle 
states I Pa > are eigenstates of the conserved charges Qg. Lorentz invariance requires 
the action of the charges on the eigenstates to be 
Qs\Pa>=q:e''\Pa> • (1.15) 
Zamolodchikov and Zamolodchikov [8] showed that a multiparticle ^-matr ix fac-
torises into the two-particle ^-matr ix , which means the multiparticle 5-matrix ele-
ments can be regarded as products of a number of two-particle S'-matrix elements. 
This based on two selection rules: 
1. The number of the particles remains unchanged after interaction, this implies 
that there is no particle production. 
2. The in i t ia l and final momenta are individually the same. 
Lorentz invariance requires that the ^-mat r ix elements depend only on the ra-
pidi ty difference of the particles. A two-particle state consisting of two incoming 
particles eventually evolves into a state containing the two outgoing particles. The 
S'-matrix elements of the two particle states Pa{Oa) and Pb{Sb) are described by 
\Pa{Oa) Pb{Ob) >^n= Sab (^aft) \Pa{Oa) b{Ob >ouU (1-16) 
where the element Sab{Oab) is interpreted as the two-particle scattering amplitude 
for Pa{Oa) Pbi^b) Pa{6a) Pbi^b), in which the rapidity difference of the two particles 
is wri t ten as 6at = Oa-Ob- The ^ -mat r ix element is shown pictorially in Figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1: Two particle S'-matrix element. 
The S'-matrix is required to satisfy the unitarity, crossing symmetry, Yang-Baxter 
equation and bootstrap conditions. 
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1. Uni ta r i ty condition: I t can be understood as saying that for any two particle 
process the probability to go to any final state is equal to one. 
Sabi^ab) Sab{ — dab) (1.17) 
This is shown in Figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2: The unitari ty condition. 
2. Crossing symmetry: 
For a two particle process there are two channels corresponding to the Mandelstam 
variables s and t to describe the scattering. The s-channel describes the scattering 
process Pa Pb —> Pa Pb, whereas the t-channel describes Pa Pi —>• Pa Pi- The crossing 
condition corresponds to saying that the S'-matrix is invariant under a change from 
the s to t channel, and is shown in Figurel.3. 
Figure 1.3: The crossing symmetry. 
SabiOab) = Saliin - Oab) (1.18) 
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These two conditions imply that the S-matrix is a 27rz periodic function in the 
rapidity Oab-
3. Yang-Baxter equation: 
In general, the Yang-Baxter equation implies that the two possible orderings for 
factorisation of the three-particle S-matrix are equivalent. It is shown pictorially in 
Figure 1.4. 
Figure 1.4: The Yang-Baxter equation. 
s\\i{B -h &) s\fi{e') = sziiie') sz%{e + e') (1.19) 
However, in the case of the aflfine Toda field theory, i t is equivalent to the trivial 
identity 
(1.20) 
This is because of the fact that the S'-matrices are diagonal. 
4. Bootstrap equation: 
The S'-matrix may have bound state poles at purely imaginary values of 9ab in the 
range 0 < ImO < IT, which has been given the name 'the physical strip'. Two 
particles a, b can fuse to a third particle c, when their S'-matrix contains a pole at 
9ab • The pole occurs when the particle c is on shell. Its momentum is given by 
Pc = (Pa +Pbf- This implies 
ml = ml + ml + 2mamb cos 6lt„ (1.21) 
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where 9ab = ?^ a6 is known as the fusing angle for the fusing process ah —> c. Through 
the equation (1.21), it can be seen that the fusing angle has a geometrical interpre-
tation as outside angle of a mass triangle of sides ma, rrib and rric- This has been 
shown in Figure 1.5. 
Figure 1.5: The mass triangle. 
From the analysis it follows that 
dl, + el + ei = 27r. (1.22) 
When a bound state exists, the 5-matrix satisfies the bootstrap equation 
(1.23) 
where 9 = ir - 6. This implies that there are two ways in which a fourth particle d 
can scatter with these three particles. It is shown pictorially in Figure 1.6. 
Figure 1.6: The bootstrap relation. 
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1.4 AfRne Toda theory on the half Hne 
Studies of the particle scattering of afiine Toda theories have been formulated for 
those defined on the full line [9,4,10-14]. These theories are often called bulk 
theories. Since many physical systems are finite in their spatial dimension, it is 
interesting to study theories which are defined on a finite line or on a half line. Such 
a theory should take boundary effects into account. 
In the past few years, there has been considerable progress in understanding 
affine Toda field theory on a half line. If the afiine Toda field theory is restricted to 
a half line, then there must be a boundary condition at the origin. In this case, the 
Lagrangian (1,1) might be modified as 
C = d{-x) \d,rd'4>''-V{4>) -S{x)B, (1.24) 
.2 
where 5 is a boundary term and the step function 0 (—x) may be defined as 
fO a; > 0, 
e{-x) = \ (1.25) 
By analysing low spin conserved quantities, integrable boundary conditions for 
a^j^\ dl^^ series have been conjectured in [15,16]. I t was concluded that the boundary 
potential has the generic form 
P 1=0 
where it was assumed that the boundary term depends only on fields but not their 
derivatives. Except for a^ ^^  the coefficients Ai are constrained, namely either every 
coefficient vanishes for Neumann condition or is equal to 2y/n'i. For case a^ ^^  the 
two coefficients AQ and Ai are arbitrary. 
The conjecture (1.26) was subsequently proved [17] by a Lax pair representation 
of the boundary problem. I t was also shown that a more general boundary condi-
tion that includes time derivatives leads to even stricter condition on the boundary 
potential [18 . 
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The equation of motion (1.4) is now restricted to the region a; < 0, and it is 
supplemented by a boundary condition at a; = 0 
t-f. 
Adding a boundary to the theory removes the translation invariance, and there-
fore the momentum is not longer conserved. However, the energy is given by 
£ = dx [- {d,^f + - (d,4>f + V(x) 
and it is always conserved for any choice of B. 
Let us now to understand how particles scatter off that boundary. In integrable 
field theory one expects that the scattering is one to one. An initial state containing 
a single particle moving towards the boundary will be evolve into a final state with 
a single particle moving away from the boundary. In a two-particle state, each 
of the particles will not only scatter from the boundary, but also inevitably from 
each other. However the order of the individual scattering and reflection should 
not matter because they depend on the initial condition setting up the two-particle 
state [8 . 
For affine Toda field theory, as we have mentioned before, the particles are all 
distinguishable, therefore there should be a set of refiection factors for one for each 
particle, for each integrable boundary condition. The rapidity of the particle is 
reversed on refiection. Thus for the single particle a we can write down 
I Pa{0) >in= RaiO)\ Pa{-0) >out, (1-29) 
where Ra{6) represents the refiection factor of the particle on the boundary. This 
can be seen in Figure 1.7. 
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Paid) 
Figure 1.7: Reflection matrix. 
In an analogous way as for the bulk theories, one now has the conditions for the 
boundary ^-matrix. 
1. Boundary unitarity: This condition follows that the probability of the reflection 
is equal to one. 
Ra{e) Ra{-e) = 1. (1.30) 
It is pictorially shown by the following diagram 
Figure 1.8: The boundary unitarity. 
2. The boundary Yang-Baxter equation: Cherednik [19] found the generalisation 
of the Yang-Baxter equation. This says that the particles scatter factorisably, in-
dependent of the order of factorisations on the boundary. For the affine Toda field 
1.4. AfRne Toda theory on the half line 22 
theory, it can be expressed 
Sab{0b — 0a) Rb{0b) Sab{0b + 0a) Rai^a) 
= Ra{0a) Sab{0b + 0a) Rb{0b) Sab{0b ~ 0a)-
(1.31) 
Figure 1.9: The boundary Yang-Baxter relation. 
3. Boundary bootstrap equation: the reflection bootstrap equation is found by Fring 
and Koberle [20,21 
R M = Ra{0a)Sab{0a + 0b) Rb{0b) (1.32) 
where 0a = 0c + i0ac and 0b = 0c- li^ bc: which 0 = I T - 9 . The boundary bootstrap 
Figure 1.10: The boundary bootstrap relation, 
implies the relations between the various refiection factors. 
4. Boundary crossing unitarity: This condition is found by Ghoshal and Zamolod-
chikov [22]. It can be built as the consistency condition of the refiection bootstrap 
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equation [23]. Consider the particle a and its antiparticle a moving toward to each 
other with the rapidity difference in. In this case, the quantum state of the two par-
ticles is same as the quantum state of the vacuum. Correspondingly the boundary 
bootstrap equation (1.32) can be written as 
l = R^(9-j)Sa,{29)R,ie+j). (1.33) 
Using the crossing symmetry and the unitarity conditions for the 5-matrix, the 
consequence of the boundary bootstrap equation gives the boundary crossing equa-
tion 
Saai29) = Ra{9) Ra{e + nr). (1.34) 
1.5 The ai^ ^ or sinh-Gordon model 
The sinh-Gordon model is the simplest model of the affine Toda field theory, based 
on the root data of the Lie algebra ai. By setting i = 1 and scaling the mass 
parameter in the potential (1.2) hy 171/2 , we can write down the Lagrangian for the 
sinh-Gordon theory 
C = ^d,<Pd>'<P - ^ cosh A/2/?</), (1.35) 
where m is the mass of the sinh-Gordon particle and P is a real coupling constant. 
In expressing the potential, we notice that there is only one simple root ai = \/2 
corresponding to the sinh-Gordon model and its Coxeter number is / i = 2 as we can 
see from the Table 1.1. 
As we have mentioned in the previous section, the boundary term in affine Toda 
field theory takes the form (1.26). For the sinh-Gordon model it can be expressed 
as 
^=^(a le^^ /^ -^ -c7oe-W^/^) . (1.36) 
Here we redefine the boundary parameters as CTQ = Ao/2 and Ui = Ai/2. If we 
choose the boundary to be fixed at 2; = 0, then the theory on a half line is described 
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by the Lagrangian 
r i rr,2 _ 1 
-5{x)B, (1.37) 
-.
C = 0{-x)" ^d,cf>d''<f>-^coshV2/5ct> 
where B is given by (1.36). 
From the Lagrangian (1.37), one can easily obtain the equation motion of the 
field 
92<?^  = - ^ ( e ^ ^ * - e - ^ ^ ^ ) x<0, (1.38) 
and the boundary condition 
d.<l> = (a,e^^/^ - aoe-W^/^) = o. (1.39) 
The static equation of motion is described by 
dl<Po = ^smhV2P<f^o, (1-40) 
and the the boundary condition is given by (1.39) in terms of (Re-
integrating the static equation of motion once, and comparing it with the bound-
ary equation, one obtains 
^ (1.41) 
1 
Furthermore, the ground state solution is found to be 
^ 1 4- f,m{x-xo) 
J4>o/V2 _ ^ + g 
2 _ gm(x-xo) ' 
where the integration constant XQ can be determined by the boundary condition 
(1.42) 
c o t h = . . = . / i ± ^ . (L43) 
2 V 1 -F (7i 
1.6 Classical reflection factor 
The classical refiection factor for the sinh-Gordon theory can be obtained by lin-
earising the field (f) around the static background field (po. This means we replace </> 
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by + (f)i, where 00 has the least energy (vacuum). The perturbation has both 
kinetic and potential energy. By linearising the equation of motion and the bound-
ary condition for the first order correction to the background field and using (1.43), 
one deduces that 
/ 2 \ 
d^(t>i + 1 + - — r = 0 a; < 0, (1.44) 
\ smh 2[x — XQ) ) 
2 v yi + ^ i Vi + c^ o/ 
We now redefine 4>i = (f) for convenience. The exact solution for these equations 
has been found in [15]. The eigenfunctions of the second order differential operator 
in (1.44) corresponding to the eigenvalue LU'^ — k"^ — m? can be written as [24] 
(l){x, t) = ie'''^^r{k) [F{k, x)e'^'' + F{-k, a;)e-^ '= ]^ , (1.46) 
where r{k) is a real, even function of k, which will be chosen when we consider 
the Green's function. We will discuss this in detail in chapter three. The function 
F{k, x) is given by 
F{k, x) = P{k){ik - mcoth 2{x - X Q ) ) (1.47) 
together with P{k) = {ikf - 2ik^/l + GQy/l + ai + 2(c7o + oi). 
We now can determine the classical reflection factor. It can be calculated in the 
following way. We send a particle from minus infinity. It refiects off the boundary 
a;=0, and is then caught in the same place from which it was sent. The ratio of the 
phase difference between the outgoing and ingoing particle is the reflection factor 
The classical reflection factor can be computed by using (1.47) 
i-ik + m) (i-ikf + 2iky/lToo^/lTo'i + 2{a(i + oi)) 
K = -r , T". (1.49) 
{ik + m) [{-iky - 2tk^l + + ai + 2{ao + C T I ) ^ 
By setting k=m sinh 9 and using the parametrisation 
ai = cosai7r, i = 0,l, (1.50) 
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in which & are the two constants, we deduce that K is 
s inh(f + f ) " 
2 
sinh l - f i l + ao + ai) sinh f - f (1 - ao - ai) 
sinh ( f - f ) _ sinh j + f (1 + ao + ai) sinh f + f (1 - ao - ai)^ 
sinh 1 f - f (1 + a o - a i ) ] sinh 1 f - f (1 -ao + ai) 
sinh [f + f (1 + ao - ai)] sinh 1 f + f (1 - ao + ai)' 
(1.51) 
In term of the block notation introduced in [4 
sinh (f + ^) 
{x) 
sinh (f 
the classical refiection factor can be written 
l-JTX 
2h ) 
(1.52) 
K (1.53) 
(1 -h ao + a i ) ( l - ao - a i ) ( l -h ao - a i ) ( l - ao + a i ) ' 
1.7 S-matrix 
The S'-matrix describing the elastic scattering of a pair of sinh-Gordon particles is 
known [9]. In terms of the block notation, it can be written as 
1 
S{0) = - - (1.54) 
{B) ( 2 - 5 ) -
Here the parameter B depends on the sinh-Gordon coupling constant, it has been 
conjectured to have the form 
1 B (1.55) 
2TT l + /3V47r' 
for which B{4:Tv/j3) = 2 — B{(3). This implies that S-matrix is invariant when 
/3 —>• 47r//? and this is referred to as the weak-strong duality [4 . 
1.8 Relation with the sine-Gordon model 
The a^ ^^  theory for imaginary coupling is known as the sine-Gordon model. 
The sine-Gordon model in the presence of a refiecting boundary has been studied 
by Ghoshal and Zamolodchikov [22]. Based on an explicit computation of the first 
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nontrivial integral of motion, they conjectured that the integrable boundary term 
has the form 
B = M c o s ^ - ^ ^ V (1-56) 
where M and are free parameters, and is the coupling constant for the sine-
Gordon model. A proof of this conjecture has been given in [25,26 . 
The coupling constant in the sine-Gordon theory is related to the sinh-Gordon 
coupling constant by = iv^/?. We now want to find the relations between 
the free parameters and oi in the sinh-Gordon theory with M and in the 
sine-Gordon model. By comparing (1.56) with the boundary action (1.36), one can 
obtain the following relationships for these two sets of parameters 
2 " (1.57) 
= / » , - * / ^ . 
2m 
1.9 Quantum reflection factor 
Based on the work [22], Ghoshal [27] suggested a formula for the refiection matrix 
for the breather states of the sine-Gordon model. For the j t h breather it can be 
expressed as 
Ric{eM = K{d)m), (1-58) 
where 
_^  cosh (f + f ) cosh (f - f - J t ) J i n h ( f + l ) 
Ri{9) = (-1)^+^ 
c o s h ( f - f ) cosh(f + f - h j t ) s i n h ( f - f ) 
^^._^sinh(g + / f ) cosh^ (f - f - / t ) 
V s i n h ( ^ - / i | ) cosh^d + f + / | | ) -
The parameter A in here is related to the coupling constant, and given by 
A = 1 ^ - 1. (1.60) 
PsG 
The other part Ri{9) in the reflection factor contains the parameters rj and d and 
can be written as 
R?,{9) = S^MS^{i'd,9), (1.61) 
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where the factor SA'n^0) depends upon whether j is odd or even. For 
k = 1,2,... < | , we have 
S''ix,0) = l [ -
2k. 
sinh 9 — i cos [ ! - ( sinh 9 — i cos 
sinh 0 + i cos sinh 9 + i cos f + ( 
(1.62) 
For j = 2k-l, k ^ l , 2,... < we have 
i c o s f - s i n h ^ ^ - i s i n h ^ - z c o s [ ( f - / f ) sinhg - icos (f - Zf) 
^ ' ^ " 2C0s f -Fs inh^ sinh^-f?cos ( f - / f ) sinh^ + 2cos ( f - h ^ ' 
(1.63) 
S 2fc-l, 
Once the refiection factor to the sine-Gordon theory is known, we can deduce 
the quantum refiection factor for the sinh-Gordon model from the lightest breather 
refiection factor in the sine-Gordon theory by analytic continuation in the coupling 
constant. The first thing is to write down Ghoshal's refiection factor for the lightest 
breather j = 1. In this case, the equation (1.59) becomes 
(1.64) 
sinh l + f ( 2 + i ) ' sinh [f + f ( l - i ) j sinh (f + f ) 
sinh [ f - f sinh 
e ITT / ' i iV 
.2 4 V A / 
sinh (f - f ) 
Rl{0) = 
Using the block notation (1.52), this can further be written as 
Rl{0)=(2 + \ ) (1). 
V A / V A / 
(1.65) 
Similarly, the equation (1.61) for j = 1 can also be written in terms of block 
notation as 
- 1 
1 + ^ ) ( i - ^ 
T T A / \ TTA 
1 -
2M5 
^ A , 
(1.66) 
We hence obtain the refiection factor for the lightest breather of the sine-Gordon 
model 
^ ( i^S) (1 -1!) ( i -^f?) 
Here for the simplicity we write RlQ{9\r],d) as RSG {0\v>''^)- Once we write this 
factor in terms of 5 , we will obtain the reflection factor for the sinh-Gordon model. 
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The two functions A and B are related to each other via the relation 
which implies the analytic continuation of the coupling. Placing this into (1.67) we 
finally deduce the quantum refiection factor for sinh-Gordon model 
N (9) - (2 - B/2) (1) (1 + B/2) 
where E and F are also the functions of the coupling constant and related to the 
parameters 77 and •d in Ghoshal's reflection factor by 
E = ^B, F = -B. (1.70) 
TT TT 
In the limit 5^ -)• 0, the quantum reflection factor (1.69) reduces to the classical 
one (1.53), where ^(0) = ao + ai and F{0) = - G I . 
1.10 The layout of the thesis 
In this thesis, we are particularly interested in studying the sinh-Gordon theory. 
The sinh-Gordon model is studied from three diff'erent aspects. The flrst is to study 
the model within two boundaries. The second studies the theory with a general one 
boundary condition. The last studies the supersymmetric extension of the model. 
The remaining chapters of the thesis are organised as follows: 
In the second chapter, we discuss the sinh-Gordon model on an interval. The field 
equation of the model is not linear and can therefore not be solved exactly. Thus we 
must firstly consider a simpler theory. As we know, the free scalar field theory obej'S 
a linear equation. I t is therefore exactly solvable. Once we obtain this solution, it 
will enable us to study the reflection factors and the energy levels. We will then 
investigate the sinh-Gordon model on an interval. Two different approaches shall 
be presented to calculate the classical reflection factors and the spectrum of particle 
energies. 
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In chapter three we will study the one boundary problem of the sinh-Gordon 
model. The boundary condition of the model has a more general form. We will de-
velop the perturbation theory and the path integral method to deduce the Feynman 
diagrams at the one loop order. From the loop calculations the quantum reflec-
tion factor can be extracted. However a correction that comes from the boundary 
contribution of the bubble diagram has been calculated. 
Chapters four and five deal with the supersymmetric extension of the sinh-
Gordon model with a one boundary condition. 
In chapter four, we will perturbatively check the classical limits of the exact 
reflection factors proposed by Moriconi and Schoutens for the lightest breather mul-
tiplets of the sine-Gordon theory. We find that their supersymmetric reflection 
factors do not have the correct classical limits. A correction has been made to their 
result. By doing that, we obtain the supersymmetric reflection factors which have 
the correct classical limits. 
In chapter five, we firstly construct the supersymmetric Lagrangian for the sinh-
Gordon model and the fermionic propagator in the presence of the boundary. Using 
the perturbation theory and the path integral formalism, we derive the one-loop 
Feynman diagrams for the supersymmetric model. We then carry on the calculation 
of the loop diagrams. From the results we extract the boson and fermion reflection 
factors of the sinh-Gordon model. The results obtained in this chapter will be 
compared with the results obtained in the previous chapter. We also discuss the 
renormalisation of the theory. 
The final chapter draws several conclusions from the work and speculates on 
further possible investigations. 
Chapter 2 
Sinh-Gordon Model on an Interval 
2.1 Introduction 
Recently there has been an attempt to investigate the affine Toda field theory within 
two boundary conditions [3,28]. In this chapter, we will study the two boundary 
problem for the simplest model described by a single field in affine Toda theory. 
The action of a single field in the presence of the two boundaries at a; = ±L can 
be described by 
/
oo fL /-oo 
dt dxCo - dt{B+ + B-). (2.1) 
-oo J — L J—oo 
Here Co is the Lagrangian in the bulk theory 
/:o = \d,^d^<l>-Vi(t>), (2.2) 
and B± correspond respectively to the boundaries at each end, x — ±L. 
The corresponding classical equation of motion and boundary conditions can be 
written 
aV = - | ^ , \x\<L, 
To begin with we will consider a free scalar field on an interval. As we have 
mentioned in the last section of the previous chapter, the solution of the free scalar 
31 
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theory can be obtained exactly. From this we will be able to find out which reflection 
factor corresponds to each boundary and how the energy of the theory is formulated 
on an interval. We then turn our attention to the sinh-Gordon model. The reflection 
factors and its energy will be investigated. 
2.2 The free scalar field theory 
In this section we shall study the free scalar field theory confined on the interval 
-L, L]. As we know the free scalar theory is the theory of a single field and described 
by the potential 
V{4>) = \m^\ (2.4) 
Let us consider the general quadratic boundary conditions 
= B_ = ^ci?. (2.5) 
where A and are two boundary parameters. 
For the free scalar field theory, one obtains the equation of motion 
(d^ + w?)(j) = 0, \x\ < L, (2.6) 
and the boundary equations 
dx'P = —^4>^ X = L, 
(2.7) 
d^^ = x = -L. 
The ground state or the vacuum solution of the theory is zero with these boundaries. 
The equation of motion has the plane-wave solution 
(f>{x, t) = e"'"* (Ae'*^^ + 5e-''=^) + c.c. (2.8) 
where A and B are coefficients, c.c. implies the complex conjugation of the first 
term. When this solution is substituted into the boundary equations, we obtain 
(ik + A)e-^"*+''=^/l - (tk - X)e-"''-'''^B + c.c. = 0, 
(2.9) 
{xk - iJi)e-''''''^^A - {ik + ^)e-'"'+^'=^B -f c.c. = 0, 
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The set of the boundary equations has a solution, if and only if the determinant of 
the coefficients is equal to zero. In other word, the relation 
Kx{k)K,{k)e''''' = 1 (2.10) 
is satisfied. Here, K\{k) and K^{k) are the two independent reflection factors at 
each boundary, and defined by 
KAk) = 1^4, U k ) = (2.11) 
ik - A ik + f j . 
The coefficients A and B relate to each other by the reflection factors 
B = Kx{k)e''^''A = K^{-k)e'^'''''A, (2.12) 
which follow from the boundary equations. 
The equation of motion for the free scalar field is a linear equation, so the general 
solution is a superposition of plane wave solutions 
oo 
4>{x,t) = J2M^,t), (2-13) 
71=1 
where (j)n{x,t) is the generalisation of the solution (2.8), namely 
ct>n{x, t) = e-'^-' (Ane'''^^ + B^e-''^"^) + c.c. (2.14) 
Correspondingly, the coefficients An and Bn, the reflection factors Kx{kn) and 
K^{kn) are the modifications of A and B, Kx{k) and K^{k). 
The solution (2.14) can be written as 
(l)n{x, t) = e-^'-'An [e'^''^ + Kxikn)e"'-^^''-''^] + c.c. (2.15) 
Furthermore, we can express it as 
(Pn{x, t) = e-^'"''*/l„e''="*" y^k^{x-S) ^ g-ifc„{ -^<5)] + c.c. (2.16) 
by defining 
Kx{kn) = e'''"'^^^--''^ or K^(A;„) = e-2^ *="(*"+^ ) (2.17) 
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In order to write down the solution (2.16) in a simple form we need to scale 
2/l„e''^'''^" = An, then the general solution becomes 
(2.18) 
71 = 1 
where we have redefined 4>n = cos /c„(a; — 5„). 
The possible momenta for a particle confined to the interval [—L, L] are expected 
to be given by the solutions to (2.10). We take the logarithm of the equation first, 
by expanding the logarithmic function, we have 
2(A - ^ ) 2 (A^ - 2 (A^ - iJ,') 
4iknL — 2z7rn = — - (2.19) 
3 {zKY 5 {zkn)' 
Suppose the momentum is quantised in the following way kn = ^ + where e„ is 
a small correction to the momentum. Equation (2.19) then reduces to 
+ + . . . . (2.20) n7r + 2Len 3(n7r - 2Le„)3 5(n^ + 2Le„)5 
By expanding the right hand of the expression up to the order of e„, we obtain the 
correction of the momentum 
A - / / 2L 
+ 
mr (n7r)3 
4L2 
(nvr)' ^ ( A ^ - 1^') + - M)(A^ - f^') - (A -
(2.21) 
+ 
We thus have the approximation to the momentum 
nvr X — a 2L 
kn = ^ + 
2L niT (n7r)" 
2L(A3 - fj,^) 
+ (A - l^Y 
+ 
4 L ^ 
(nvr)' 
^ ( A = - ^^) + ^ ( A - ^)(A^ - - (A -
(2.22) 
+ 
If the two boundary parameters are equal, there is no correction. In this case, the 
momentum does not depend on the boundary parameters. 
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Including the boundary contributions, the energy is given by 
E= dx (<^ 2 - £ 0 ) +B+ + B-. (2.23) 
We shall now compute the energy for the free particle in the interval [—L, L], 
E = dx {j>' - \d,cl>d^<f^ + + \\cj>% + \ix<j)'U- (2.24) 
The energy is independent of time, so we can calculate it at t = 0. Using the 
solution (2.18), the energy can be expressed 
2 t t 
dx - OJm^n {Am - A*^) (A„ - A^) (j)m^n 
+ {Am + A*m) {An + A^) {cj^'^^'n + m'4>m4>n) (2.25) 
{Am + A l ) {An + K ) X<f>r. 
We need to analyse the equal modes (m = n) and non equal modes (m ^ n) 
separately in the above equation. In fact the contribution of non equal modes 
cancels each other. Furthermore it leads to 
(2.26) 
n=l 
where 
with 
a-n = An\/2u)n L + 
X 
2\kl + X^ ^ 2 + ^ 2 
j = An^|2uJn^n. (2.27) 
L 
X 
(2.28) 
2\kl + X^ kl + iJ?) 
As expected, the energy has a standard form as a free field theory in the bulk theory. 
When the two boundary parameters A and n are equal, the energy does not depend 
on the boundary parameters, but the size of the interval 
E=Y.'^LujlAnA: (2.29) 
n=l 
The energy a;„ and momentum /c„ satisfy the mass-shell condition 
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When we quantise the field, the coeflicients a„ and a* become operators. They 
correspond to the annihilation and creation operators respectively and their com-
mutation relations are given by 
The field (j){x,t) in (2.18) can now be written in terms of these operators as 
0(x, t ) = Y: k e - ^ " " ' + <e-"*) <t>n, (2.31) 
where we have redefined 0„ = ( f ) n / \ / ^ -
Using (2.30) the commutator of (p{x,t) and its time derivative ^{x,t) can be 
computed. The calculations lead to 
'^{x,t), <i>{x,t)] = i J 2 M ^ , t ) M y , i ) - (2-32) 
n 
Here {0„} are the complete set of the functions for fields satisfying the boundary 
conditions. Therefore we have 
'<l>{x,t), 4>{x,t)]=i6{x-y), -L<x,y<L. (2.33) 
We can see that the quantised field on an interval satisfies the equal time commu-
tation relation as the bulk theory. 
Let us now consider the zero mode. This corresponds k = 0 and to = m. In 
this case, the equation of motion (2.6) becomes 
{d^ +m')<P = 0. (2.34) 
The solution to the equation is 
4>={Ax + B) e-'"* + c.c. (2.35) 
The boundary equations become 
Ae-^"* + c.c = - A {AL + B) e"*'^ * 4- c.c, x = 
(2.36) 
Ae-'""^ + c.c = {-AL + B) e'^ '^ ' + c.c. x = -L. 
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The set of these equations provides the relation 
2L = - \ - - , (2.37) 
A ^. 
otherwise the coeflJicients A and B are zero, there is no zero mode. We make the 
parametrisation 
A = /^  = - 7 ^ , (2.38) 
L — a L + a 
such that two coefficients A and B related hy B = —aA, where a is a constant. The 
solution (2.35) can then be written 
= </.o {AO e-""'' + Al e^"°*) (2.39) 
where we have redefined (j)o = x — a, A = AQ and to = LOQ. 
Let us denote the ground state energy by EQ 
L ^ 
(2.40) 
From this we can calculate that 
E = maoa*, (2.41) 
where 
ao = 2 ^ ^ m L ( L 2 + 3a'^)A. (2.42) 
In general, the energy level of the free particle can be expressed as 
oo 
E=J2ujnana: (2.43) 
71 = 0 
where COQ = m and coi = kf + m? for i — 1,2 ; AQ and Oi are given by (2.42) 
and (2.27) respectively. We conclude that the energy of the free particle restricted 
within two boundary conditions depends on the boundary parameters as well as the 
size of the interval. 
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Let us now consider the boundaries difi'erent from (2.5). We may choose 
B+ = ^</'' + Ai(/. + A2, 
^ (2.44) 
where A, Ai, A2 and n, Hi ^2 are the boundary parameters corresponding to each 
boundary, respectively. This set of the boundaries generally breaks the reflection 
symmetry </) —>• —cj), and the boundary equations can be written 
(2.45) 
dx(f) = n(f) + Hi, X = —L. 
In this case the vacuum solution is not zero. We do the perturbation around the 
static background 0o or in other words around the vacuum solution. This means 
we replace (p hy 4>o + (pi, where (pi is the perturbation of the background field. By 
perturbing the field, we found that 4>i satisfies the same equation of motion and 
boundary conditions as (j) does in (2.6) and (2.7). For the static background field 0o 
we have 
[dl - m') <^o = 0, 
dx^o = -X<j)o -Xi, x = -L, (2.46) 
dx4)o = A*0o + / ^ i X = -L. 
The solution of ^0 can be directly obtained by solving the first equation in (2.46). 
I t is 
(l>^{x) = aie™^ + a 2 e - ™ ^ (2.47) 
The coefficients ai and a2 are fixed by the boundary equations and we find 
Ai(m + ij,)e"'^ + / i i (m - X)e-"'^ 
(m + A)(m + ^)e2'"-^ - ( m - A ) ( m - ^ ) e - 2 ' " ^ ' 
/ / I{m + X)e"'^ + Xiim- n)e-'^^ 
(m + A)(m + ^)e2'"-^ - (m - A)(m - //)e-2mL' 
The general solution that corresponds to the boundaries in (2.44) is the combination 
of the solutions (f)Q and 01. This can be expressed as 
0 0 
<P{x, t) = aie^^ + «2e-™=^ + ^ ( / l„e- '" ' + A^''') <^ „. (2.49) 
n=l 
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We now calculate the energy. It can be written as 
+ 
+ 
+ 
X 
(4 + 2(j)o(j>i) + Xi{(j)o + (t>i) + X2 
(2.50) 
f^i(l>l + 24>o^l)+fl,{(l)0 + (l>l)+IJ-2 
We note that we already have the energy contribution corresponding to the first line 
in the expression. This is given by (2.26). The rest of the equation can then be 
calculated. The energy can therefore be written as 
0 0 -1 
E = Y1 ^nana: + ^(«? + Oil) (e''"^ + e"''"^) + A^  + /X2 
71=1 
+ mkn [An + Al) 
71=1 
1 
^kl + A2 
+ 2 
A (ttie™^ + ase"""^) + 2Ai 
Af(Q;2e'"^-}-Q;ie-'"^) +2^1' 
A;„(^„ + yi:) 
T^ i^ sjkl ^ A2 J 
7^1 (^71 + ^ n ) 
71=1 
(2.51) 
2.3 The sinh-Gordon field theory 
In the previous section, we have studied the classical reflection factors and the energy 
of the free particle on an interval. In this and the following sections we consider the 
same matters for the sinh-Gordon model. 
The sinh-Gordon model with one boundary has been introduced in the first 
chapter, where the boundary term is given by (1.36). We now generalise the one-
boundary to the two-boundary case. We choose the boundaries to be at x = L 
and x = -L. For simplicity, we take the boundary parameters in (1.36) to be 
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ao = ai = o. While a = P+ is the parameter corresponding to the one end, a = P-
is the one at the other end. As such, we have the two boundary terms 
^ ^ = !!^(^e^^/v/2 + e-^^/^) , x = ±L. (2.52) 
In addition to the equation of motion (1.38) which is now defined on the interval 
—L<x<L,we have the two boundary equations 
^^"^ = ( ' ' ' ^ ^ ~ ' ^ = ^^-'^^ 
Two different approaches shall be used to calculate the classical reflection factors 
and the spectrum of particle energies for the sinh-Gordon theory. The first one is 
to solve directly the equation of motion using an ansatz. Another one is to consider 
the linear perturbation around the static background solution to the equation of 
motion and boundary conditions. Once the static background is known, the classical 
reflection factors are sought by linearising the field equation and boundary condition, 
and calculating the reflection of a plane wave in the effective potential due to the 
static background. In the rest of the chapter, we will consider these approaches. 
2.4 A solution to the equations of motion 
In this section, we will use the first method as mentioned at the end of the previous 
section to study the reflection factor and the energy of the sinh-Gordon model with 
two boundaries. We first need to find the solution to the equation of motion. 
Let us suppose the sinh-Gordon equation 
d'^(j)=-m^sinhcf), \x\ < L. (2.54) 
has the solution of the special form 
= f ^ f • 
where X is the function of x and T depends only on t. Since the coupling is classically 
unimportant, we have taken (3 = l/y/2. Substituting the special solution into the 
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equation of motion, we have 
% + - T') + p - X") = -m' {X' + T ^ ) , (2.56) 
here X'=dX/dx, f=dT/dt, X"=d'^X/dx^ and f=d^T/df. In order to fully separate 
the variables, we choose 
X" = XX^ + fiX^ + uX, 
(2.57) 
T = Ar^ + /iT^ + uT. 
These equations together with (2.56) provide the relationship between the param-
eters in (2.57), namely X = X, Jl = ii = Q and D — v =^ m?. By integrating these 
equations once, we obtain 
= ^X' + i^X' + 2a, 
2 (2.58) 
= :^T^ + m^)T^ + 2a, 
where A, v, a are constant parameters. Solving these equations by setting cr = 0 we 
deduce that 
^ = ( s i n h A/i7(a; - xo)) 
r = - W ^ ^ ( s inhVi^-m2(^-^o) ) \ 
where XQ and to are the integration constants. The solution to the equation of 
motion can therefore be written 
^0/2 _ \/i^sinh V ;^/ - vn?{t - tp) - \/V- w? sinh ^ { x - XQ) 
V^sinh \/v - w?{t - to) + \lv -vn? sinh ^ { x - x^ 
When i = we then have e'^ /^  = — 1. It is obvious to see that the solution is 
complex. This solution is neither a real solution of the sinh-Gordon model nor of 
the sine-Gordon theory. 
The parameter XQ can be fixed by the boundary conditions 
X' = ^mP±X, X = ±L, (2.61) 
which follows (2.53). They can be expressed explicitly as 
e'^^(^-^o) = - ^ = L, (2.62) 
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e^^ (^^ +^o) = ~ ^ , X = -L. (2.63) 
Combining these equations, we can write down the spectrum 
e^^^ KL{V) K_L{U) = 1, (2.64) 
where the reflection factors at each end are defined by 
?TiP+ - rnP^ - y/u 
In order to simplify our study, we set P± = cosa±7T and y/u = ims'mhd, the 
reflection factors then turn out to be 
''^ = - ( T W ( r ^ ' P'^^' 
^ - - = - ( l + 2 a _ ) ' ( l - 2 a - ) - P'^^' 
where a± are the positive parameters and we have used the block notation (1.52) to 
write down these factors. 
The reflection coefficient of the sinh-Gordon model on a half line was obtained 
in [15] and it is given in the expression (1.53). We now compare it with the reflection 
factors in the two boundaries case. 
If we take a limit OQ = Oi = a+ in (1.53), it is obvious that it will be reduced 
to the boundary reflection factor on the end x = L. Similarly, it corresponds to the 
other reflection factor in the limit OQ = a i = a_. We can see that the boundary 
reflection matrices obtained in (2.66) and (2.67) have the form of as one boundary 
reflection factor, and they are independent of each other. 
We will now check whether there is any pole in (2.60). For convenience we take 
to = 0 and = mcosO in this expression. I f the numerator is less than zero, then 
there is no singularity in the solution. In other words, no singularity can occur when 
tan 9 sinh (m{x — XQ) COS 9 > 1. (2.68) 
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We deduce that at the boundaries (2.62) and (2.63) this expression is equivalent to 
the restrictions 
cos^  a±7r < 1, 
where the parameters P± again are chosen to be cosa±7r. We can thus claim that 
there is no pole in the solution (2.60). 
As we have seen the solution is not singular, it is interesting to investigate its 
energy. Including the boundary contributions, it is given by 
E= r dx fy^ + + cosh 0) + ^+ B_. (2.69) 
The calculations show that 
E = 2Lm^ + 4m{P+ + P_). (2.70) 
The energy depends on the boundary parameters P± and the size of the interval, as 
does the free field theory. 
We also find that the ground state {(f) = 0) energy is same as (2.70). 
It is interesting to obtain that the energy of this particular solution of the sinh-
Gordon theory is equal to its vacuum energy. If fact, we can choose the vacuum 
energy is zero by adding a suitable constant term into the bulk and boundary po-
tentials. Correspondingly, the energy of the theory is zero. This indicates that the 
solution we have obtained in (2.60) is not a real solution. In order to have non-zero 
energy, we must look for a real solution to the sinh-Gordon equation. One might 
obtain it using Hirota' method [29 . 
The following assumption 
^4^kL j^^^Q^ j^_^^Q^ ^ (2.71) 
was made in [3] regarding the relation of the momenta and the refiection factors 
for the theory confined on an interval. In this section we have verified that the 
assumption is true for the sinh-Gordon model, where the classical reflection factors 
are obtained by a particular solution. This is described by (2.64). The next question 
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is to ask whether this assumption holds in the quantum case. In the following 
sections, we will attempt to check it by doing the perturbation around the static 
background. 
2.5 The static background solution 
In the previous section, we have solved directly the sinh-Gordon equation with a 
particular ansatz. However the solution was not real. In this section, we will look 
for the static background solution. 
In the static background the sinh-Gordon equation (2.54) becomes 
dl4)Q = m'^sinh4>o. (2.72) 
Integrating the equation once, we have 
5x^0 = V2m^cosh </>o + a, (2.73) 
where a is an integration constant. Furthermore, this can be written 
a.^o = ^ J l + ^^s inh^^ , (2.74) 
where k = ^/2/{l + a). 
The solution to (2.74) is the elliptic function 
(f)o = 2 tanh ^ sn (2.75) 
where XQ is another integration constant and the number k is called the modulus of 
the elliptic function. Using the relationships 
c o s h ^ ^ - s i n h ^ ^ = l , 
cn^ ^ ' U s n ^ f ! ^ ^ ( ^ , k] = 1, ^ ' ' ' ' ^ 
\ k I \ k I 
the solution (2.75) can be written in the different forms, where k' = \ / l - k'^. For 
examples 
Sinh' ^ = ) ' ; , (2.77) 
2 cn2 ^iniEz^^ k') 
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cosh^ ^ = ^. (2.78) 
2 cn2 k') 
Below, we show that the solution (2.75) satisfies the equation (2.74). Differenti-
ating 00 in (2.75) with respect to x, we obtain 
, , = ^ cn f k\ dn { k > \ , (2.79) 
2cosh2(0o/2) k \ k ' ) \ k ' }• ^ ' 
Using the relation (2.78), we can simplify the above expression to 
2m d n f ^ ^ ^ ^ , k!\ 
= ; / ; ( . (2.80) 
k cn k') 
On the other hand, let us look at the equation (2.74) itself. Using another 
relation (2.77), we can reduce it to (2.80). We thus claim that (2.75) is the solution 
to the static sinh-Gordon equation. 
The boundary equations 
dx<j>, = TmP± (e^o/^  - e-^°/2) , x = ±L, (2.81) 
can be written in terms of the solution (2.75) as 
dn ( ! ! ^ ( ^ ^ , ^ ' " l = ^ kP^ sn ( a ] ^ ^ , k'] . (2.82) 
\ k J \ k J 
The parameters XQ and k should be fixed by these equations. 
2.6 The perturbation around the background so-
lution 
Once the static background solution 0o is known, we can perturb the field 0 around 
that background, this means we can replace 0 by 00-f 0 i . The sinh-Gordon equation 
of motion and the boundary conditions then become 
^201 =-0 icosh0o , (2.83) 
a^0i = TmP±0i cosh ^ , x = ±L, (2.84) 
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where is the perturbation of the background field. We now need to find the 
solution to (pi. Suppose the solution has the form 
1 = e"^^N{x). (2.85) 
The equations (2.83) and (2.84) can be written in terms of the solution as 
N" = (-a;2 + cosh .^ o) A ,^ (2.86) 
X = ±L. (2.87) 
where N' = dN/dx and N" = d'^N/dx'. Furthermore, we substitute the background 
A '^ = ipmPi cosh N, 
solution (2.75) into the above equations, they then become 
2rr? 
N" = 
N' = T-
cn 2 
N. 
N, X = ±L. 
(2.88) 
(2.89) 
c n ( ^ ^ ^ ^ , A : ' ) 
If the last term in (2.88) can be written in terms of the Weierstrass' function, 
then the equation can be reduced to the Lame equation. 
In order to see this point, let us recall the relation of the elhptic function and 
the Weierstrass' V{z) -function. It is given in [30 
ei - 6 3 
Viz) = 6 3 + (2.90) 
sn2(u, k)' 
where Ci = A(2 — k'^) and 6 3 = —A(l -I- /c^ ) are the bases, the variables z and u 
are related to each other hy u = A / C I — 6 3 z. The parameter A is the ratio of these 
bases, namely X = (k'^ - 2)/{k'' + I). 
On the other hand, we have 
cn{u, k) 
sn{u — K,k) = (2.91) 
dn(u,k) ' 
where K is the period of the elliptic function. By using this relation, we can 
rewrite (2.90) as 
3(1 - e ) 
V{z) = A -1 + 2 r 4-
cn^V3Xz + K, k)\ 
(2.92) 
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From (2.92), we express the elliptic function in terms of the Weierstrass' function 
-V{z) + 
1-2A;2 
(2.93) 
cn2(x/3A z + K,k) 3A(1 - k^)' ' 3(1 - A;^)' 
Let us now come back to (2.88). In this equation k and k' can be interchanged 
when the relation A;'^  = 1 — /c^  is satisfied. By changing variable \/3Az -\- K — 
m{x — xo)/k' in the equation, we obtain the Lame equation 
N" = [-n^ + 2V{z)] N, (2.94) 
where A^" = d'^N/dz^ and = SXk'^uym^ - X{k^ + 1). 
In general, the solution the solution to the Lame equation 
A^" = V{y) + 2V {z) N (2.95) 
(2.96) 
is given by [30 
^{^±y) 
a{z) a{y) 
where a{z) and C,{y) are called Weierstrass' sigma and zeta functions. The function 
V{y) corresponds to -Q? in (2.94). 
The combined solution 
AT = ^ ^ i i ± ^ e - ^ ( ^ ) + B ~ e-^fa) 
a{z) a{y) a{z) a{y) 
(2.97) 
is the general solution to the Lame equation, where A and B are constants. 
We now consider the boundary equation (2.89). I t can be written with z variable 
as 
k'P± 
N' = T- z = {m{±L - xo)/k' - K)/V3X. 
cn{V3Xz + K, k) 
If we replace the general solution into the boundary we have 
(2.98) 
A ^ - ( c ( . « , . c ( . ) ^ ^ ' - - ' 
+ B 
a{±a) a{y) 
a'{±a-y) f ^ , , . 
a{±a) a{y) 
,±aC(j/) 
k'P^ 
cn (zta, k) 
\^{±^±yl^^aay) + ^ ^ ( ± Q ' - ? / ) ^ ± . c f a ) 
cr(dzQ;) a{y) a{±a)a{y) 
(2.99) 
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where ±a = (m(±L - XQ)/k' - K)/V3X. 
The boundary equations are homogenous. They have a solution if and only if the 
determinant of the coefficients A and B is equal to zero. This provides an equation 
that allows us to solve the a{y). Once we have a{y), we expect that we could 
deduce P(y) using the relations between the Weierstrass' sigma and P-functions. 
Furthermore the energy can be obtained from V{y). The work on this calculation 
is still in progress. We might solve them numerically. 
One may obtain the approximation to the energy by directly using the assump-
tion (2.71) for the quantum refiection factors. For each end we suppose the quantum 
reflection factors are given in (1.69). We need to specify the boundary parameters 
corresponding to the each boundary in this case. We then can compare the energy 
obtained here with the one obtained from the solution of the Lame equation. If they 
agree, we can conclude that the assumption (2.71) is true for the quantum case. 
2.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, two different approaches have been used to calculate the classical 
reflection factors and the energy of the sinh-Gordon theory. 
The first one was to solve directly the equation of motion using the ansatz (2.55). 
We have found that the solution of the equation has a complex form. It is neither a 
real solution of the sinh-Gordon model nor of the sine-Gordon equation. Combining 
this particular solution to the boundary conditions, we deduced the refiection fac-
tors (2.66) and (2.67) for the theory. When we chose a special limit for the boundary 
parameters, the refiection factor was the same as on a half-line as expected. How-
ever, we have obtained the energy from this complex solution and found that it 
depends on the boundary parameters and the size of the interval. We also found 
the ground state energy is the same as the energy of the theory corresponding to 
the particular solution. We have checked that the assumption (2.71) holds for the 
classical reflection factors obtained from a particular solution (2.60). 
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The other method was to consider the Unear perturbation around the static 
background solution to the equation of motion and the boundary conditions. The 
purpose of taking this approach is to check whether the assumption (2.71) is true 
in the quantum case. However the results have not yet come out. This approach 
might be done by the numerical method. We have only found that the background 
solution is described by the elliptic function. The energy levels are expected to be 
obtained by solving the Lame's equation in this background. 
Chapter 3 
Sinh-Gordon model on a half-line 
3.1 Introduction 
In recent years, perturbation theory has been developed to study the reflection 
matrix in the affine Toda field theory defined on the half line. I t can be extracted 
from the calculation of the two-point function. For the ade theories, the reflection 
factors have been obtained at one loop order for the Neumann condition [31-33]. 
For the sine-Gordon model the boundary 5-matrix of the first breather was stud-
ied in [34], where the result agreed with the exact expression given by Ghoshal [27 . 
Corrigan [24] studied the problem for the sinh-Gordon model with the bound-
ary condition (1.39), in which the boundary parameters CTQ = en = cr. He calcu-
lated reflection factor to 0(/3^). The result was agreed with the result obtained by 
Ghoshal [27] for the sine-Gordon breather reflection factors, analytically continued 
in the coupling constant. He also suggested an interesting dual relationship between 
models with different boundary conditions. The similar study has been considered 
for theory [35], in which the perturbative result is in agreement with the exact 
reflection factor found in [36 . 
In this chapter, we will study the quantum reflection factor of the sinh-Gordon 
model for the general boundary condition (1.39) by developing the perturbation 
theory and the path integral method. The motivation for the work presented in 
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this chapter follows the idea in [24]. To begin with we recall the construction of 
the Green's function on the half line and the calculation of the reflection factor 
for the case CTQ = ai = a. The propagator is determined by making use of the 
classical lowest energy static background, and the reflection factor can be defined as 
the coefficient of the reflection term of the exact two point Green's function in the 
asymptotic region far away from the boundary. We then study the reflection factors 
for the case CTQ ^ a-y using Corrigan's method. The computations are more intricate 
in the latter case, since three-point couplings appear at one-loop order in addition 
to the four-point coupling. To this order, there are three types of Feynman diagram 
contributing to the two-point correlation function. 
3.2 The configuration space propagator 
The configuration space propagator or Green's function in the presence of the bound-
ary was constructed in [24]. It was obtained by firstly linearising the field equation 
and the boundary condition around the static background, then determining the 
eigenfunction of the second order differential operator in the linearised field equa-
tion. The boundary equation should be satisfied by the eigenfunction. Below we 
summarise how one gets the propagator which is constructed from the eigenfunc-
tion. The Green's function or the propagator can be constructed from the non-zero 
eigenvalues. For the whole line, we know that the Green's function is a symmetric 
function of x and x'. I t is customary to denote this by G{x — x'). In the half line, 
we have to be more careful. Taking into account the reflection off the boundary, we 
denote it by G{x, t; x', t') and it can be defined as 
where (j){x,t) is given in (1.46). Substituting it into the Green's function, we have 
r du r dk 2r^{k)P{k)P{-k){ik + m){ik - m) __i^(^t-t') 
J 27T J 271 Lo'^ — k"^ — w? -\- ie 3^ 2) 
f{k, x)f{-k, xy^^-^'^ + Kof{-k, x)f{-k, x')e-'=(^+^'5 
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where the function f{k,x) and the classical reflection factor KQ are defined by 
and 
If we replace k by msinh^ into the last expression, it is reduced to the equa-
tion (1.53). I f we set CTQ = ai = 1, then the classical refiection factor becomes 
ik + m isinhe + l 
The factor r(A;) appeared in (f){x, t) can be fixed using the normalisation of the 
Green's function in the limit x^x' —> oo. At this limit, we have 
^ i>\ _ [d^ (dk ,^^^_,,^i2r\k)P{-k)P{k){ik - f m){ik - m) ,,(^_^,^ 
(3.6) 
It is also known that in this limit the Green's function has a standard form 
J 2TTJ 2n uj^-k^-m^ + ie ' ^ ^ 
This allows us to find 
"•'^^^ " 2P{k) Pi-k) {ik + m) {zk-m)' ^^'^^ 
We can therefore write down the Green's function on the half fine for the general 
boundary condition (1.39) as 
J 2Tr J 2Tr (jj^ - k^ - + le ^ 
f{k,x) f(-k,xy'^''-'''^ + Kofi-k,x) f{-k,x')e-''^^^^'^ 
For the special case CTQ = Ci = it becomes 
' ^ f - = / ^ / S S ^ ^ f ^ [ ^ • " - • ' + / ^ . ( * ) e - ' < - ' ] , (3^10) 
where the classical reflection factor is 
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The Green's function (3.9) reduces to 
G{x,t;x',t') = i r ^ n r ^'"^^"'^ 2 2^ 2 a-- (3.12) J 27r J 27r to^ - k^ - + le 
for the Neumann boundary condition, i.e. vanishing space derivative of field at the 
boundary. 
3.3 Generating functional 
In this section, we study the generating functional for the sinh-Gordon theory defined 
on the half line. 
In quantum field theory [37-39] path integral quantisation is based on the con-
struction of a generating functional for the Green's function. The generating func-
tional is the vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude in the presence of the source 
J and is traditionally denoted as Z [J]. In two dimensions the generating functional 
is defined as 
Z[J] = N I Pf^expjz I d^x[C + (l){x)J{x)]Y (3.13) 
where J{x) is an external source associated to the field (p{x), N is the J(x)-independ-
ent normalisation factor. It can be fixed by imposing the normalisation condition 
Z[0] = 1. 
Before writing down the generating functional for the sinh-Gordon model on the 
half line, let us study the perturbation expansion of the Lagrangian (1.37) around the 
static background (pQ. For convenience, we take the mass m = 2. The perturbation 
of the Lagrangian is 
£ = / : , + £p-f A + A (3.14) 
where 
--C 
2 
V2(po sinh V2p(t>o - - cosh V2/3(f)o 
P V^/2 P Vx/2 
(3.15) 
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£p = [e{-x) - f 4 cosh V2Pcf)o) + 5{x) {d + a i e ^ ^ ° / ^ + aoe"'^^''/^)] 
(3.16) 
A = -
2 
\/2/^ 
3 
3 
6'(-a;)2sinh %/2/?</.o + 5(x)^ (aie^^"/^ - aoe-^^°/^) 
^(-x)2cosh \^ /?<^o - K^)— ftxie^^"/^ + aoe-'^^"/^) 
1 R V / 6
<i>': (3.17) 
(/)^  (3.18) 
They correspond respectively to the constant term, the propagating term, the three 
coupling term and the four coupling term in the Lagrangian. Here we have integrated 
out the total derivative terms, using the property of the step function as well as 
0o(-oo) = 0. 
The generating functional can be written as 
^ ( - x ) ^ sinh x/2/?<^ o + K^)~<y-Z[J] = N jV(j) exp|-z/? j d 
exp [ d^x [^( -x) J cosh \f2l3^Q - f 5{x)^a+ 
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exp |z j d'^x 1 (j)M(p + J(j) (3.19) 
where we define 
l+(7l l + Oi 
l + Ui l+Gi 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
and 
M{x) = e{-x) i f + 4 cosh \/2/?<^o) + 5{x) [d + aic^^"/^ + aoC-^^"/^) . (3.22) 
We should notice that Cc has been absorbed into A''. 
Assuming /? is small, we expand the first two exponents in (3.19) in power series 
in P, namely 
exp 
exp 
-zp fd'x A{x)(t>'] = f : ldW..d'xnA{x,)cf>'{xr)...Aixn)(t>\xn).. 
n 
-tP' [d'x B{x)cl>'] = f : fdW.-d'xmB{x,)<P'{x,)...B{xm)cl>'{xm). 
(3.23) 
n=0 
00 / •o2\"^ 
m=0 
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For simplicity, we have taken 
/2 r 1 
A{x) = ^ 29{-x) sinh \/2/?< o^ + ^S{x)a. 
B{x) = 
1 
9{-x) cosh V2P(f)o + -^5(x)(T+ 
16 
(3.24) 
Inserting (3.23) in (3.19), we can replace each power of (j) in the exponential factors 
by a functional derivative with respect to J acting on the third exponential factor, 
namely 
6 
(p{x) exp : J d^x J{x) ^{x) exp ; I d'y J{y) </-(y)] . (3.25) i6J{x) 
Thus the generating functional (3.19) can be written in the following form 
Z[J]=N jv4>Y, ^ ^ ^ T " / d^^i...d^XnA{xi) 
n=0 
oo 
E 
m=0 
n\ J \ i5J{xi) J 
m _ / r \ 4 
exp 
HPT 
HP) 
ml 
i j d^x 
•A{Xn) 
5 
^l6J{Xn)^ 
J d^Xi...d^XmB{xi) ...B{Xm) i6J{xi) 
1 
(t)M4> + J(j) 
i6J{Xm)J 
(3.26) 
In fact, the functional derivatives with respect to J can be taken outside the path 
integral and can then be written in the exponential forms. The remaining integration 
over (b is 
Vcj) exp i J d^x (^-^(pMcf) + Jcf) 
In order to evaluate this functional integral, we shift (j) 
(pix) ^{x) + (p{x). 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
Under the transformation, the integral in the exponents becomes 
d^x 
If (f is now chosen to satisfy 
-~(pM(f) - (pMcp - \<pMip + J(j) + Jif (3.29) 
M^p{x) = J{x), (3.30) 
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then (3.29) becomes 
The solution to (3.30) is 
/ d^x 
ip{x)=i I d^y G{x,y)J{y), 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
where G{x, y) is the propagator, obeying 
MG(x,y) = -iS^x,y) (3.33) 
Substituting (3.32) into (3.31), we have 
dh (j)M(j) + \ j d ^ x j d^y J{x)G{x, y)J{y). (3.34) 
1 
~2 
Therefore (3.27) takes the form 
1 exp - - j d'x I d^y J{x)G{x,y)J{y)j J V(j> exp [ - ^ j d'x <f>M(f> (3.35) 
This expression has been separated into two parts, one depending on (j) only, and 
the other on J only. The result of the Gaussian path integral is a constant number, 
which we will denote by N'. The first exponent 
Zo [J] = exp [I d'x I d'y J{x) G{x,y) J{y) (3.36) 
is called the free field generating functional. 
We can thus write down generating functional Z [J] as 
Z[J]=N exp I - i /31 d^x A{x) 
exp l-ip'^jd^x B{x) 
i5J{x)^ 
i5J{x) 
(3.37) 
where A'" includes N'. 
In order to calculate Z [J, 7 7 , 7 ^ ] up to 0(/?^), we need to expand the first exponent 
up to the second order in P and the second exponent up to the first order in /?^ , 
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namely 
Z [ J ] ^ N [ I ^ P I d^x Aix) ( J ^ J - ^ P ' J Bix) ^^^^^^ 
\l3^ I d'x I d'y A{x)A{y) ^ 5 5 
(3.38) 
Zo[J] 2'' J " J yu{x) J \SJ{y)^ 
By performing the functional derivatives of ZQ [J] with respect to J as required 
orders, we obtain 
Z[J] = Ni^l + /3ld'xA{x) 3G{x,x) j d^y J{y)G{x,y) - {^j d^y J{y)G{x,y)^ 
- 1(3^ I d^xB{x) 2,G{x, xf - 6G(x, x) ( ^ j d^y J{y)G{x, y ) ) ' 
J{y)G{x..y) + 
+ -15' j d'x I d'y A{x)A{y) -9G{x,x)G{x,y)G{y,y)-6G{x,y)' 
+9G{x,x)G{x,y) l^jdh J{z)G{z,y)) 
+9G(x,x)(?(y,y) j d'z J{z)G{z,y) J d'w J{w)G{w.,y) 
-2,G{x,x) I d'z J{z)G{z,y) d'w J{w)Giw,y)^^ 
+9G{x,y)G{y,y) (|d'z J (z )G(^ ,y) ) ' (3.39) 
+18G(x, y)21 d'z Jiz)G{z, x) J d'w J{w)G{w, y) 
-9G{x,y) i^j dh J{z)G{z,x)y (^j d'w J{w)G{w,y)j^ 
-3G{y,y) {^j dh J{z)G{z,x)^'' j d'w J{w)G{z,) 
+ dh J{z)G{z,x)y (^1 d'w J{w)G{w,y)^^ | Z o [ / . 
Using the normalisation condition Z [0] = 1, we can now fix the constant A'^  up 
to the order of We find this to be 
= 1 + 3zp' I d'x B{x)Gix, xf 
+ j d'x J d'y A{x)A{y) [9G{x, x)G{x, y)G{y, y) + &G{x, yf 
The role of the normalisation factor A'' is simply to cancel the disconnected 
diagrams in each order of the perturbation theory. After placing the normalisation 
(3.40) 
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factor into the expression obtained in (3.39), we obtain the generating functional up 
to the order 
Z[J] = \l+P j d^x A{x) ?,G{x,x) j d'y J{y)G{x,y) - ( | d^y J{y)G{x,y) 
d^xB(x) -6Gix,x) (Id'y J{y)G{x,y)^ + (|d'y J{y)G{x.,y) 
+ ^P'I d'x I d'yA{x)A{y)[ + 9G{x,x)G{x,y) ( | dh J{z)G{z,y)f 
+9G{x,x)G{y,y) j d'z J{z)G{z,y) J d'w J{w)G{w,y) 
-3G{x,x) I d^z J{z)G{z,y) d^w J{w)G{w,y)j^ 
+9G{x,y)G{y,y) d'z J{z)G{z,y)^' (3.41) 
-M8G(x, yf j dh J{z)G{z, x) j d^w J{w)G{w, y) 
-9Gix,y) (^j d^z J{z)G{z,x)y l ^ j d^w J{w)Giw,y)J 
-3G{y,y) ( / d'z J{z)G{z,x)f j d'w J{w)G{z,) 
+ d^z J{z)G{z,x)y d^w J{w)G{w,y)y ^ Z Q [ J ] . 
The result of the perturbative derivation on the generating functional is ultimately 
expressed in terms of the integrals over the products of the propagator. 
3.4 Two-point Function 
In the quantum field theory, the vacuum expectation values of the time-ordered 
products of field operators are called n-point functions. They can be obtained by 
taking the functional derivative of the generating functional with respect to the 
source at J = 0, and are defined by 
g{xu ...,Xn) = < OTO(a; i ) ,<^(a ;„ ) ) |0 > 
(3.42) 
7=0 2"(5J(xi) 6J{Xn)^ 
Having obtained the generating functional Z up to the order in /?^ , we can 
proceed to evaluate the two-point functions up to the same order. For two-point 
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functions, the expression (3.42) can be simplified as 
1 S'Z 
G{xi,X2) (3.43) 
j=o f 5J{xi)5J{x2) 
By differentiating the generating functional (3.41) successively with respect to 
sources J{x2) and J { x i ) , we obtain 
G{xi,X2) =G{xi,X2) - I2ip' I d'x B { x ) G { x , x ) G [ x , x i ) G{x,X2) 
-12V2(3' I d'x J d'y A{x) A{y) 
G{x, yf G{x, x i ) G(y, X2) + G{x, x) G{x, y) G{x,,y) Gix2, y) . 
(3.44) 
Here we have written G{x,t;x' as G{x,x') for simplicity. I f we represent the 
two-point function as a straight line connecting Xi to X2, then equation (3.44) may 
be drawn diagrammatically as in figure 3.1. 
N 
\ / / N 
_ ^ _ - l L 
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Figure 3.1: Four Feynman diagrams. 
There are three types of the one-loop diagram contributing to correction of the 
two-point Green function. In the rest of this chapter, we shall continue with the 
computation of these loop diagrams. 
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3.5 Quantum reflection factor in the ao = (Ji case 
The quantum reflection factor can be obtained by calculating the two-point function. 
I t is defined as the coefficient of the reflected term ^ in the asymptotic region 
far away from the boundary. 
In this section we study the quantum reflection factor that corresponds to special 
cases of the boundary parameters. If the boundary parameters ao and Oi are equal 
to each other, lets us call them cr, then the classical background solution is (pQ = 0. 
In this case A{x) = 0 and B{x) = l9{-x) + ^6{x)a in (3.44). Therefore only a 
single loop diagram appears in the perturbation theory, as in diagram (b) in Figure 
3.1. The calculation of this diagram has been performed in [24] where the quantum 
correction of the reflection factor up to the order of is obtained. Below we review 
the calculation. 
Two contributions come from this diagram. One is the vertex situated in the 
on the boundary and other in the bulk region. The boundary contribution can be 
described by 
-i-ap^ / dt" G{x,t; 0 , 0 ^(0,^"; 0,t") G{0,t"; x',t'), (3.45) 
2 J-oo 
where the Green's functions are given by (3.10). 
The integration over t" generates a delta function and using this delta function 
we can integrate out co' for the last propagator. 
Let us first consider the middle propagator. It can be written as 
r duj" r dk" i / 4a \ 
i "27 i 27r a;"2 - k"^ -A + ie\ ^ ik" - 2a) ' *• ' 
The first term in the expression is divergent and a minimal subtraction can be made 
by adding a suitable counter term. The integrations over ui" and k" on the finite 
parts yield the result 
-a , (3.47) 
sm air 
where a has been replaced by cos air. 
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For the first propagator, we set k —>• —k in the first term, then the boundary 
contribution (3.45) can be written as 
duj fdk r dk' -e-'^ ^C -^*') e-^ (^ ^+fe'^ ') / 2ik \ f 2ik' \ 
2^ (a;2 - fc2 - 4 - f ie) {co^ - k'^ - 4 + ie) [ik -2a) [ik' - 2aj ' 
(3.48) 
( duj r dk r 
J 271 J 27T 1 
The momentum integrations k and k' can be done by closing the contours in the 
upper half plane. By performing the integrals, we obtain 
/ ^ e — a - t ' ) e-^'^'^^+^'^KJk) I ^ ^ \ . 
16tan2a7ry 27r V cosh ^ — sin avr cosh ^-h sin aTr/' 
(3.49) 
where we have set k = \/uj'^ — 4 = 2 sinh 9. The reflection factor can be extracted 
and it is defined as the coefficients of the reflected term in the contribution. It is 
found to be 
s i n h 9 K X k ) ( _ , , \ ^ _ - _ ^ ' ^ , _ ) - (3.50) 
4tan2a7r " V cosh 0 — sin OTT cosh ^ +s in OTT 
We now study the contribution coming from the bulk, it is given by 
-4z/?2 r ° ° d t " f dx" G{x,t; 0 , 0 G{x",t"; x",t") G{x\t"- x',t'). (3.51) 
J—oo J—oo 
The integration on t" again provides a delta function allowing us to integrate out the 
u' integral in the last propagator. After performing the integral u" for the middle 
propagator, we left are with 
2 f dk" 1 g-i.;(t-t') ^-i{kx+k'x'] 
J 27r J 27r J 27T J 27T 2Vk"^ + 4 {to^-k'^-4 + ie) {co^ - A;'2 - 4 + ie) 
r dx"K{k") U-"ik+k'-2k") ^ i^^(A;')e-"(^-^'-2fc") 
J-oo '• 
+ i^.(A;)e-"(-'=+'='-2^") -f ir,(A;)ir,(A;')e""(-'=-'='-2^") . 
(3.52) 
To compute the x" integral, we can use 
/° dx"e^''+''^^" = (3.53) 
j - o o k — ip 
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where p is a small positive constant and will be taken to zero at the end of the 
calculation. By integrating out x", the remaining part in (3.52) will be 
duj rdk fdk' Q-Mt-t') ^-i{kx+k'x') 
27r (^2 - A;2 - 4 + le) {uj^ - A;'2 - 4 + ie) 
I 
dk" K^{k") 
27r 2VA;"2 + 4 + 
-iK,{k') 
k + k' - 2k" -ip k-k' - 2k" - ip 
-iK,{k) , -iKMK,{k') 
(3.54) 
+ -k + k' - 2k" -ip -k-k' - 2k" - ip 
The next task is to perform the k" integrals. These can be achieved by closing 
contours in the upper half plane and letting the branch cuts to run from 2i to the 
infinity along the imaginary axis. If cr > 0, then there is no pole contribution coming 
from K„{k"). I f a < 0, there will be a pole. However its residue integrating over 
the integral k and k' gives the exponentially decay to zero when we take the limits 
X, x' -> —oo. Al l other poles can be avoided due to the effect of ip. Let us begin by 
considering the first k" integral in the above expression 
r^dk" K^{k") 1 _ ^ 1 y - 2a 
'277PT4 k^k'- 2k" - ip ~2^h [y + 2a) [y + i^) ' 
(3.55) 
where we have made the change ik" = y. By decomposing into partial fractions and 
using the result that 
dy-
1 1 
12 Vy^~^ y + 2a ^ T ^ ^ \ 2 
the following result can be achieved for (3.55) 
2K^ (H )^ 
— — tan 
'1 -t-a (3.56) 
2^ 
tanh ^ 
4 + i{k + k') 
\\4-i{k + k') 
TT 
tanh ^ '1 + a 
(3.57) 
^ / ^ ^ \^ 2 \ll-a^ 
We now perform the k and k' integrals. The contours can be closed in the upper 
half plane and taking k = \/a;2 - 4 = 2 sinh 9, we deduce 
-ik{x+x')_ 
2n 4A;2 
K^{k) f n _ if 
cosh ^ I 4 2 , 
a7r(l - K,{k)) 
2 sin a-K 
(3.58) 
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The other three terms in (3.54) can be integrated in the same way, except that 
k-\-k' is replaced by k — k', —k + k' and —k — k' respectively in each term. Combining 
the results obtained from four terms, we finally obtain the reflection factor coming 
from the bulk contribution 
^ ^ V ( ^ ) s i n h ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ' 
4 ' [2 Vcosh^-f 1 cosh6*/ 
a / 1 1 \1 
sin^ aTT V cosh 9 — sin GTT cosh ^ -I- sin GTT y. 
If we combine the contributions from the boundary and the bulk, we have the 
quantum reflection factor up to the order 
ipH . J r 1 1 R,ii-, = K A i ) { i - ' l s i n i . e [ { - ^ ^ - - ^ ) 
. • 1 1 
+ 2a cosh 9 — sin avr cosh 9 + sin OTT 
(3.60) 
3.6 Quantum reflection factor in the CTQ 7^  ai case 
In this section we calculate the reflection factor for the more general case ao ^ ai. 
The computations are more intricate in this case since the three-point coupling 
appears at one-loop order in addition to the four -point coupling. As we have seen 
in Figure 3.1, there are three types of Feynman diagram contributing to the two-
point function. 
Let us begin by considering diagram (6). There are two contributions which need 
to be calculated in this diagram. One comes from the boundary and another one 
from the bulk potential. More precisely, in one case the vertex is situated on the 
boundary at a; = 0, whilst in the other the vertex is in the bulk region. 
The boundary contribution may be described by 
- dt" G [x, t; 0, t") G (0, t"; 0, t") G (0, t"; x', t'), (3.61) 
4 J-oo 
where G [x, t; 0, t"), G (0, t"; x', t') are the two propagators respectively correspond-
ing to the two external lines, and G (0, t"; 0, t") is the middle propagator representing 
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the internal loop-line in (b). The integral over t" generates a delta function which 
allows us to perform the frequency integral, let us say for the last propagator. The 
middle propagator is 
r (n i'. n i'^ , ( ^" f fik",0)fi-k",0) + Kof{-k",0)f{-k",0) 
After substituting f{±k",0) and KQ from (3.3) and (3.4) into this expression it 
becomes 
dcu" fdk" % 2ik"{ik" -2coth2xo) 
2TI J 27r cj"2 - k"^ -m? + ie P{k") 
(3.63) 
Using 
coth2a;o = - - j ^ t ^ , (3.64) 
2 ^ / l T ^ ^ / ^ + ^ ' ^ ' 
which follows from (1.43), the middle propagator can be written as 
rfw" rdk" 2i r dLu r 
J '2^ J 2TT W " 2 - ^"2 -m? + ie 
1 / ao + a , + 2aoa, _ _ 
P{k") \ ^ / ^ T ^ ^ / ^ T ^ 
(3.65) 
It is clear that the first term is the logarithmic divergent, which can be subtracted 
by mass renormalisation. The second term is a finite term. After integrating over 
uj", the finite part of the middle propagator becomes 
1 rdk" 1 / \/l-(To\/l-o-i \/r+ffo\/r+oT 2 7 27r + 4 Uk" - y T T ^ V ^ I T ^ + ^/WQ^/T^l 
g'o+g'i —2a'oo'i o'n+g'i+2g-niTi 
(3.66) 
Let us first evaluate the first term in the above expression, namely, 
dk" 1 1 / (3.67) 27r V/c"^ + 4 i ^ " - VrTa^x/TToT + - ap^l - ai 
The integration can be done by closing the contour in the upper-half plane, and along 
the branch cut running from k" = 2i to infinity. However, we should be careful with 
the pole at k" = -i [yjl + ao\/l + ai - ^/l^^a^^/T^^]^. If ai > 0, this pole 
does have a contribution. If a, < 0 there is an extra pole, but its contribution can 
be eliminated in the limit x, x' —> —00, since the exponential decays to zero. By 
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changing k" = iy, the integral is equal to 
dy 1 1 
(3.68) 
27r - 4 y + ^yl + + ai - ^/l - OQy/l - ai' 
This can be evaluated using (3.56). As the result of the calculation, we obtain 
for (3.67) 
1 V2 
71 
1 - (JoCTi + \ / l - o-o\/l - ( ^ l 
\ 
TT 
- - t a n 
2 + y i + (JQVI + a i - X / 1 - ffoTT^^ 
2 - ^/TTa^^/TTol + y i - (7o\/l - a i 
. (3.69) 
Similarly, we can evaluate the second term in (3.66). Using the parametrisation (1.50), 
the result for the middle propagator simplifies as 
1 / cosaoTT COSaiTT 
- 7 : o-o- \-ai-. 
2 V smaoTT smaivr. 
Now lets look at the propagator G{x,t;0,t") in (3.61), 
dco fdk _,,J{k,x)f{~k,0)e^'^ + Ko{k)f{-k,0)f{-k,0)e 
(3.70) 
dco f dK 
27r J 2-K 
—ikx 
to 2 - A;2 - 4 + ?e 
(3.71) 
Using (3.3) and (3.4), setting k ^ —k in the first term of the propagator, we have 
dio r dk r du> r J 2^ J le 
-ILOt 2ik {ik + 2 coth 2{x - XQ)) 
(3.72) 
27r a;2 - A;2 - 4 + ie P{k) 
The momenta may be integrated out by closing the contour in the upper half plane 
and picking up the pole at A; = ^/k"^ - 4 = k. The poles coming f rom P{k) do not 
contribute i f ai > 0. However, there is a pole contribution when CTJ < 0. We can 
avoid i t since its residue integrated over k yields the exponentially decreasing term 
as re —> —00. As a result we have 
1 2ik (ik+ 2coth2{x - xo)) _. f did 
J 2^' 
-iwt -ikx (3.73) 
2k P{k) 
The integral over k' for the propagator (5(0, t"; x', t ') in (3.61) can be evaluated in 
a similar way to the k integral. I f we combine the three propogators, then the 
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boundary contribution can be wri t ten as 
I ^2 f COS aoTT cos a i 
- - c r + / ? a o ^ h a i -
sin OoTT sin aiTT 
7r\ r du) co ^_i^^t-f) (^^ + 2 c o t i i 2 ( x - x o ) ) 
P{k) 
(3.74) 
,-ik(x+x') 
P{k) 
Here coth 2{x — X Q ) and coth 2{x' — XQ) tend to minus one in tlie l imits x, x' —^ -co. 
I f we insert A 'o(^) -^o( -^) into the above expression, tlien the integrand simplifies 
to 
/ ^ e - ( ^ - ^ ' ) e - ' ^ ( - + - ' ) i ^ o ( ^ ) ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ : ' ^ (3.75) 
i 2^ ^ P{k)P{-k) ^ ' 
By making the substitution k = 2 sinh ^ into the expression, we have 
1 f dco I -ik{x+x')^-iu{t-t')_ Me) 8J 27r sin^ (eo^/2) - sin^ (/o7r/2) 
sin(eo7r/2) sin(eo7r/2) 
Lcosh 6 — sin(eo7r/2) cosh 9 + sin(/o7r/2) 
sin(/o7r/2) sin(/o^/2) 
(3.76) 
+ cosh^ + sin(/o7r/2) cosh^ — sin(/o7r/2)J 
where 
eo = ao + a i , /o = ao - O i . (3.77) 
Substituting the integral into the equation (3.74), the boundary contribution be-
comes 
?2 
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COSaoTT COSaiTT 
cio~'. 1- Oi — 
sm aQiY s m a i T T 
sin2(eo^/2) - sin2(/o7r/2) 
sin(eo7r/2) sin(eo7r/2) 
Lcosh 0 - sin(eo7r/2) cosh 9 + sin(/o7r/2) 
sin(/o7r/2) sin(/o7r/2) 
(3.78) 
+ cosh 9 + sin(/o7r/2) cosh 9 - sin(/o7r/2) 
From this, we can extract the correction to the reflection factor 
iP"^ a+Ko{9)sinh9 / C O S O O T T C O S Q I T T 
16 sin^(eo7r/2) - sin^(/o7r/2) V ° s i n a o 7 r '^SinaiTr 
sin(eo7r/2) sin(eo7r/2) 
cosh 9 - sin(eo7r/2) cosh 9 + sin(/o7r/2) 
sin(/o7r/2) 
(3.79) 
sin(/o7r/2) 
cosh 9 + sin(/o7r/2) cosh 9 - sin(/o7r/2) 
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We can compare this result w i th the contribution to the reflection factor obtained 
in [24]. I f we take ao — ai = a, in other words ao = ai = a, then the equation (3.79) 
reduces to (3.59). 
Now let us consider the case where the vertex is located in the bulk region for 
diagram (6). The contribution has the integral form 
-4z/?' / / dx" cosh ^^/?(^o G (x, x", t') G {x\ t"; x", t") G {x", t"; x', t'), 
J—00 J—00 
(3.80) 
where cosh \/2P(po = 2 coth^(a;" — XQ) — I. The integration over t" is straightforward 
again and provides the delta function 6{LO — LO') allowing the integral u or co' to be 
performed. The middle propagator is 
rdco" rdk" 
J '2TI J '2TX 1/2 — k"^ — m? + it 
{lk"f - ^C0i\l2{x" - XQ) 
ik" + 2 
2 
" ' (3.81) 
„ /ik" + 2 coth 2{x" - a;o) \ -2ik"x" 
Rewrit ing the first term inside the bracket as 
A-Acoih\x"-x,) 
we can separate the finite and divergent parts. The divergency again can be removed 
by infinite mass renormalisation. The propagator G{x,t;x",t') can be expressed as 
dco r dk le-''^^ r dco r 
J 2^ I 2TV CO'^ — k'^ — m? + ie 
ik -2 coth 2{x" - XQ) j^^x" 
ik" + 2 ^ 
4-iro(^)^' + ^ ^ ° f ' f ( 3 . 8 3 ) 
IK — Z J 
Here in order to write the exponential dependence on x outside the bracket, we have 
replaced k by —k in the first term. We have also made the substitution coth2(a;" — 
XQ) = —1 in the l im i t x" —)• —00. The th i rd propagator can also be writ ten in the 
l im i t x' —> —00. Combining the three propagators, the bulk contribution can be 
expressed as 
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2 [div fdk rdk' r dk" 1 je-Mt-f) ^^-i(kx+k'x') 
^ J 2^ J 2^ J 2^ J ^ 2Vk"^ + 4 cu^-k^-A + ze u ^ - k ' ^ - i + %e 
I dx" (2cosh^2{x"-xo)-1) 
4 - 4 coth^ 2{x" - xo) „ + 2 co th2 (3 :" -3 : o ) \ ^ _2ik"x" 
{tk + 2){tk-2) ^ °^ ^ 1^  zA; " -2 
zA:^ -2co th2(x" -a ;o ) ^, + 2 coth 2(a:" - xp) 
^ M ^ 2 ' z F ^ 2 ' 
iA; - 2 coth 2(a;" - 2:0) j^.'^." _^  ^ ^^^ik + 2 coth 2(x" - XQ)^.jyt^;" 
z/c ~h 2 x/u — 2 
(3.84) 
However the computation is intricate on the bulk contribution. The work on this 
calculation is s t i l l in progress. 
We can see that the three point couplings appear in the diagrams c and d. 
For the diagram c, there are three contributions need to be calculated. One is to 
calculate the case where the both vertices sit on the boundary. The second contri-
bution comes f rom the calculation in which one vertex is situated on the boundary 
and other vertex is in the bulk region. The th i rd one is to calculate the both vertices 
in the bulk region. In this diagram the two vertices are symmetrical. 
For the diagram d, the two vertices are not symmetrical. In this case we need 
to calculate four contributions. The first two are to calculate the cases where the 
both vertices are situated at the boundary or on the bulk region. The third one is to 
calculate the case where the first vertex is located on the boundary and the second 
one is in the bulk region. The four th contribution comes f rom the calculation where 
the first vertex is in the bulk region and second one on the boundary. 
The computation of these two diagrams may be found elsewhere [40 . 
The perturbation expansion of the exact quantum reflection factor (1.69) up to 
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0(/?2) is obtained in [24 
RshG{e)^Me) 
+ 
8 Vcosh^ + 1 
ei 
1 
cosh^ 
ei 
cosh 6^  + sin(eo7r/2) cosh 0 - sin(eo7r/2) 
/ i / i 
(3.85) 
cosh ^ + sin(/o7r/2) cosh 0 - sin(/o7r/2) ^ 
where CQ and /o are given by (3.77). 
I f the loop calculations are completed, we w i l l be able to obtain the quantum 
reflection factors up to the order of the (5'^ and i t can be compared wi th (3.85). The 
coefficients ei and / i w i l l be then known, once the loop calculations are done. 
Chapter 4 
Supersymmetric Extension of the 
sinh-Gordon Model w i th one 
Boundary 
4.1 Introduction 
Over the past few years, there has been an interest in supersymmetric aspects of 
the integrable two-dimensional quantum field theory. The bosonic Toda field the-
ories have been studied as important examples of integrable models. The problem 
of incorporating fermions into the bosonic model has been considered by many au-
thors [41-47] wi th much attention focused on finding a supersymmetric model. I t 
turns out that the bosonic Toda models based on simple Lie algebra cannot be su-
persymmetrised, except in the simplest case of the Liouville theory [48,49] and the 
sine-Gordon model. More precisely, i t is believed that the supersymmetry is broken, 
where the bosonic part of the model is based on a simple Lie algebra of rank bigger 
than one. 
The supersymmetric version of the sine-Gordon equation was first introduced 
by Hruby [50] and d i Vecchia and Ferrara [51] independently. Shankar and Wit ten 
constructed the exact S-matrix for the supersymmetric sine-Gordon equation in 
70 
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1978, while they were studying the supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model [52]. I t 
was further investigated in [53,54]. A l l these works considered the = 1 model. 
The existence of an infinite set of conservation laws had been proved at the classical 
level [55,56] as well as at the quantum level [57-60]. For N=2 supersymmetry, the 
5-matr ix was studied in [61], where the theory was approached as a deformation of 
a superconformal model. 
Recently, the supersymmetric aspect of the boundary integrable field theory 
has been investigated. Warner [62, 63] studied the quantum integrable model that 
possesses N = 2 supersymmetry and argued that one can retain only half the super-
symmetry in the presence of the boundary. I t has been pointed out by Inami, Odake 
and Zhang [64] that only a few boundary conditions are compatible wi th both super-
symmetry and integrability for the sine-Gordon model. Their observation is based 
on the study of conserved charges at the classical level. Subsequently, Moriconi 
and Schoutens conjectured the exact reflection matrices for the breather multiplets 
of the A^ = 1 supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory [65]. They also pointed out the 
connection between their reflection matrices and the classical boundary action as 
constructed in [64]. Following the idea in [64], similar considerations have been ap-
plied to the super-Liouville theory [66]. More recently, Mussardo has calculated the 
exact form factor for the supersymmetric sinh-Gordon model [67]. 
In this chapter and the following one, we wi l l study supersymmetric aspect of 
the sinh-Gordon theory wi th one boundary condition. 
The motivation for studying the boundary sinh-Gordon model in the framework 
of A^ = 1 supersymmetry arises out of the work in papers [64,65]. Once the exact 
reflection factors are known, once could check i t by developing the perturbation 
theory at certain order. 
In this chapter, we check the exact reflection matrices proposed by Moriconi 
and Schoutens perturbatively up to the second order of the coupling constant. We 
found that the classical l imi t of their reflection matrices is incorrect. Therefore, a 
correction has been made to their formula. By doing that, the reflection matrices 
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obtained perturbatively have the correct classical l imi t . To begin wi th , let us review 
the work on the supersymmetric 5-matrix and reflection factors. 
4.2 S-matrix for the supersymmetric theory 
The A'' = 1 supersymmetric theory contains a conserved Majorana supercharge. In 
terms of the chiral components Q± of the supercharge, we can write the supersym-
metry algebra as 
Ql = uj±K { g + , g - } = o, {QL,Q±] = ^- (4.1) 
where the operator Qi has eigenvalue -hi on bosonic states and —1 on fermionic 
states. The one-particle state of a massive supersymmetric theory has one bosonic 
and one fermionic particle of equal mass m and denoted by \h{9) > and \J{9) >. 
I t follows f rom algebra (4.1) that, the action of the supercharges Q± on the one 
particle states can be represented by 
Q^\b{9) > = v^e^ /VW Q+l/W >= V ^ e ' / ' m >, 
Q-\b{9) > = iV^e-^^^\f{9) >, Q-\f{9) >= -^^Me-^/'|6(^) > . (4.2) 
These relations correspond to the following realization of the algebra 
^ 0 1 ^ ^ ^ 0 - i \ ^ ( I 0 
Q+ = , g _ = ^Me-^/' , Qi 
1 0 i Q \ 0 - 1 
(4.3) 
Now let us study the S'-matrix in the supersymmetric theory. Scattering theo-
ries have been discussed in detail in Schoutens's paper [53]. The requirement that 
supersymmetry commutes wi th the scattering leads to the conditions on the matrix 
S. Schoutens looked for a solution of the factorised form 
S = SB SBF, (4.4) 
where SB is the bosonic 5-matrix and SBF is the Bose-Fermi S'-matrix, which is the 
supersymmetric piece, responsible for mixing bosons and fermions. 
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By assuming 5 B is a diagonal matrix, he solved the conditions and found SBF 
for breather multiplets (labelled by i and j indices) of the supersymmetric theory. 
On the two-particle basis \hihj >, \bifj >, \fibj >, \ f i f j > , i t is given in the form 
/ 0 0 
—r + f 1 + r r 
1 + r f r — f 
0 0 
\ 
—i[r -f- f ) ^ 
0 
0 
1 — rf J 
1 — rf 
0 
0 
\^ -i{r + f ) 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
\^  0 0 0 - 1 y 
where r = (tanh([^ + l o g ( m j / m j ) ] / ) 4 and f = tanh([^ — l o g ( m i / m j ) ] / ) 4 . The two 
functions f^^^\0) and g^^^\9) are related to each other and are fixed by the Yang-
Baxter equation up to one constant a, 
(4.5) 
2cosh(^/2)-f (p2 + p-2) 
(4.6) 
cosh(^/2) sinh(^/2) 
where p — ( m j / m j ) ^ / ^ . 
Using analyticity, crossing symmetry and unitari ty conditions of the scattering 
matr ix, Shoutens fixed the function g^^^^{Q)^ 
(4.7) 
where 
sinh 
5 A 
sinh I + i sin A T T 
exp 
°° dt sinh A i sinh (1 - A ) t . dt 
cosh^ I sm — 
(4.8) 
w i th Ax = i ( 2 - f j) /5,A2 = i ( l j)/?) and. As \ . We should notice that the 
parameter /? in here is diff'erent f rom the coupling constant we have been using in 
the sinh-Gordon theory. We shall point out their relation later. 
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Schoutens also flxed the parameter a by looking at the bootstrap relations. I t 
was showed that for the particles bi and bj in a bound state b^, the following is true 
1 /2 
\2mlw?^ + 2m]ml + 2m^m| — mj — rrij — ml ^ 
a = —- ' 2mj rrij rrik 
The masses mj of the particle bj put in 
sin(i/?7r) 
(4.9) 
rrii = sin(/?7r) 
j = l , 2 , . . . n . (4.10) 
4.3 The construction of the supersymmetric re-
flection factors 
In this section, we review how to obtain the boundary reflection matrix for the A ' '= l 
supersymmetric theory. I t was assumed in [65] that the reflection matrix can be 
factorised in a similar way to the bulk 5-matrix, 
R{9)=RB{9)RBF{9), (4.11) 
where RB{9) is the reflection matr ix for the bosonic part of the theory, and RBF is 
the supersymmetric part of the reflection matrix. In a basis \b >,\f >, i t can be 
represented as 
/ 
RBF (9) 
V Rfb R f f 
In order to preserve the supersymmetry, the reflection matr ix must commute wi th 
a linear combination Q{9) of the supercharges. That means, we should be able to 
act w i t h a supersymmetry before and after reflection, and obtain the same result, 
Q{9) R{9) = R{9) Q{-9), (4.13) 
where the linear combination is Q{9) = aQ+{9) + bQ^{9), and a and b are real 
constants. In t ry ing to find the solutions to (4.13), we find that the parameters a 
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and b are related to each other by 6 = ±a. We can choose the parameter a as equal 
to one, and rewrite the linear combinations as 
Q W ( ^ ) = g + ( ^ ) ± Q _ ( ^ ) . (4.14) 
By solving the commutation relation (4.13), we obtain the reflection matrices 
^ c o s h ( f ± f ) e^'^'^'Yie) 
(4.15) 
^ g±W4y(^) c o s h ( f T f ) ' 
These are the most general reflection matrices compactible wi th the realization (4.3). 
I f one imposes that the boundary has no structure, which means the boundary 
can not change the fermion number of incoming particles iY{6) = 0), then the 
reflection matrices can be simplified to the following 
/ nr^^hd -4- H : ^ n \ 
(4.16) 
cosh(f ± f ) 0 
\^  0 cosh(f T f ) y 
Moriconi and Schoutens [65] have found that Y{9) = 0 by solving the boundary 
Yang-Baxter equation. 
However the following combination of supercharges 
has been used in order to obtain the result (4.16) in [65]. We should mention that, 
one could not derive (4.16) using (4.17) as Moriconi and Schoutens suggested, but 
f rom (4.14). The ratio of the boson and fermion reflection factor can be read as 
R^{9) ^cosh( f ± f ) 
Rf{9) c o s h ( f T f ) (4 18) 
l ± i sinh 9 
cosh 9 
The ratio does not depend on the coupling constants and boundary parameters. 
The amplitudes for a particle and its superpartner scattering off the boundary are 
related by a universal function, independent of the masses. 
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The factor Z^(9) in the reflection factors is determined by imposing the boundary 
uni tar i ty condition R'^{9)R'^{—9) = 1 as well as the boundary crossing unitarity 
condition Ra ( f - ^ ) = S^^{29)Rc { f + 9). These conditions lead to 
Zf{9)Zf{-9) = 2/cosh 9, 
Z f { f - 9 ) (4.19) 
Z t { f + 9 ) 
where f~^{9) = coth | and f~{9) = t a n h | , depending on which sign we choose 
in R^gp{9). The index j in the factor Z^'^\9) expresses the dependence of these 
functions on the mass rrij of the reflecting particle. 
Moriconi and Schoutens solved (4.19) for Zf{9). For convenience, they flrst 
wrote Zf{9) as 
z f i d ) 
Zf{9) 
cosh ( f ± f ) 
Hence the first condition in (4.19) becomes 
(4.20) 
Zf{9)Zf{-9) = 1. (4.21) 
Next, they considered the two possibilities (-1-) and (—) separately for the second 
condition in (4.20). In the (-I-) case, the boundary crossing-unitarity condition 
becomes, 
= 5^^(2^) -^co th^52;^(2^) 
9 
(4.22) 
Z l { f + 9) """2-
where the scattering elements 5^^ (26') and S''/.''/. {29) can be found explicitly from (4.5). 
Furthermore, one can substitute them into (4.22) and write i t explicitly as 
~ ^ ) _ s inh^ - isinjpt 
Zf -\- 9^ s inh9 + is'm jPt 
X exp 
°° dt sinhjpt sinh ( l - j p ) t . 29t 
I I 5-; sin — 
t cosh I cosh t TT Jo 
(4.23) 
They also solved Zj' for this equation together w i th the unitari ty condition (4.21) 
that corresponds to the (+ ) case, using the following integral representation 
sinh ^ — i sin an 
sinh9 + isin air exp 
4^ 
°° dt cosh %t cosh 9t 
0 t cosh sm — TT 
(4.24) 
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and placing the solution back into (4.20) they finally obtained for Z^' (9), 
1 
^ exp I —2i I ^ ' sm 
TT 
29t 
zr (9) = 
cosh ( f + f ) 
exp 2 7o 
°° dt sinhjPt sinh (1 - Pj) t 
sm 
t COSh^  I COSh^  t TT 
.(4.25) 
For the second case ( - ) , the boundary crossing-unitarity condition is relatively 
simple and can be wri t ten as 
Z7 ('i--9) , , e 
^ L V ^ 1 = -Sli'. {29) + I tanh ^S'/.'/. (29) 
After placing the scattering elements into this expression, i t becomes 
ZJ ( f + 9)) 
exp 
0° dt sm\ij(3t sinh (1 - j /?) t . 29t 
% / K T sm 
t cosh i COSht TT •i: 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
They solved the equation for \9) and obtained 
ZJ (9) = exp 
r°° dt smhjpt sinh ( l - j P ) t . 29t 
/ T sm — 
cosh ^ cosh i TT 
(4.28) 
cosh ( f - f ) 
They claimed that the results obtained in (4.25) and (4.28) are unique solutions 
to (4.20). By placing them back into (4.20), we have seen that they are indeed 
solutions to (4.20). However these solutions are not unique. We shall see in section 
4.5 that the supersymmetric reflection factors obtained f rom these solutions do not 
have the correct classical l imits. In order to obtain correct results, we must look for 
another solution. 
Let us look at the integral representation (4.24). I t is easy to verify that this 
expression is equivalent to the following one, 
r°° dt sinh ^t sinh 
10 
sinh 9 — i sin air 
sinh 9 + i sin avr 
exp -42 / ' Jo 
9t 
cosh I sm — TT 
(4.29) 
In fact, one can also find this relation in Mussardo's paper [67]. The equa-
t ion (4.23) can now be wri t ten in terms of this integral representation as 
Zr{f + 9) 
exp 
.. at 
-Ai / — 
Jo t 
°° dt sinh ^ sinh ^-^t 29t 
cosh 2 t 
sm 
TT 
X exp 
°o dt sinhjPt sinh (1 - jP) t . 29t 
I / — IT-. sm — 
0 t cosh 7i cosh t TT 
(4.30) 
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The solution to this equation can be constructed, and furthermore one can obtain 
the solution for Z'j' (9) as follows, 
cosh ( f + f ) 
,^ dtsinh^sinh^t . 9t 
t cosh I TT 
exp 
2 70 
°° dtsinhjBt sinh ( 1 - p j ) t . 29t 
^ - s i n — 
t cosh^ ^ cosh^ t 
2 
TT 
. ( 4 . 3 1 ) 
We have found that this solution obtained using ( 4 . 2 9 ) together wi th one ( 4 . 2 8 ) 
are also solutions to ( 4 . 2 0 ) . Therefore the statement made by Moriconi and Schoutens 
to the solutions of ( 4 . 2 0 ) was incorrect. Once we fix the factor Zf {9), the super-
symmetric reflection matrices can be obtained. 
I n reference [ 6 4 ] , Inami, Odake and Zhang found that there are two special 
choices for boundary conditions in the supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory, such 
that the theory is both supersymmetric and integrable. These conditions at a; = 0 
are given by 
a , < / . ± | ^ s i n % ^ = 0. i;Tip = 0. ( 4 . 3 2 ) 
PsG 2 
The parameter in the bosonic part of the conditions is related to the notation intro-
duced by Ghoshal and Zamolodchikov. Their relations are M = M± = (po = 0. 
Moriconi and Schoutens referred to these boundary conditions as BC^. They 
conjectured that at two special points M±, the reflection factor for the bound state 
supermultiplets w i l l be the form of RB{9) RBF{9)-
In the supersymmetric theory, we consider the boundary conditions in which 
is zero. This implies that ?9 = 0 in the reflection matr ix [ 2 2 ] . The relationship of 
the boundary parameter and the reflection parameter d is given in [22] . In this 
case, the sine Gordon reflection factor for the lightest breather ( 1 . 6 7 ) becomes 
The reflection factor is zero when 9 takes one of the following values y , "^^^^A" '^^ 
and '"^ ^ 2 A ~ ^ ^ - However, we can check that one of these zeros is cancelled when 
77 = ATT, | , | ( A -I- 1 ) respectively. Ghoshal and Zamolodchikov have identified the 
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point | ( A + 1 ) that corresponds to the free boundary condition which means M = 0. 
I t therefore is irrelevant to the discussion on the supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory. 
Moriconi and Schoutens specified two things. Firstly, they conjectured that the 
two special points that corresponds to the integrable and supersymmetric boundary 
potential are the remaining two points = f and ry = ATT. Secondly, they pointed 
out the correspondence between the two values of rj w i th the reflection factors. They 
also matched the choice of sign in the reflection matrices R^gp w i th the choice of 
sign in the boundary conditions BC^. The exact reflection matrices they proposed 
for the supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory are 
RSG{9\'KMRIJ.{9) for 
( 4 . 3 4 ) 
RsGi9\X7r,0) RSF{9) for BC', 
where RsG{9\'7r/2, 0 ) and RsGi9\\7r, 0 ) are the reflection factors of the ordinary sine-
Gordon model [27] at two special points respectively. 
4.4 The reflection factors for the supersymmetric 
sinh-Gordon model 
According Moriconi and Schoutens' conjecture, we can write the supersymmetric 
reflection factors for the sinh-Gordon model as follows 
RshGi9\7r/2,O)RtA0) for 
( 4 . 3 5 ) 
RshG{9\Xn,0) RsAd) for BC', 
where RshG{9) is the reflection factor for sinh-Gordon model and given by ( 1 . 6 9 ) . 
The supersymmetric part of the reflection matrices R^BF{^) can be obtained from the 
lightest breather in ( 4 . 1 6 ) by analytic continuation in the coupling constant which 
is contained in the factor Z^. 
The parameter /? in Z"^ is related to A in Ghoshal's formula by ^ = 1 /2A. We 
can therefore easily find the relation between the parameter (5 w i th the sine-Gordon 
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coupling constant PsG up to order 0{PIQ) 
f>=~fio^ (4.36) 
In the first chapter, we have given the relation of the sine-Gordon and sinh-Gordon 
coupling constants, that is P'^^G — —2/3 .^ However we notice that the notation used 
by Moriconi and Schoutens for the coupling P is the same as we have been using 
for the sinh-Gordon model. One should bear in mind that they are two diff'erent 
couplings, one is the coupHng of the sine-Gordon theory and another one is the 
coupling of the sinh-Gordon theory. 
By analytic continuation in the coupling constant we mean 
P ^ J l ^ (4.37) 
4.5 Supersymmetric reflection factors for BC^ case 
In both this and the following section, we study the supersymmetric reflection factors 
of the sinh-Gordon theory. 
According to (4.35), the supersymmetric reflection factors of the sinh-Gordon 
model corresponding to the boundary condition BC^ can be writ ten as 
Rt{9)=R{9\i^/2,Q) R^;\9) 
(4.38) 
R-}{9)=R{9\'K/2,{)) Rf\9), 
where R'h{9) and R'j{9) are the supersymmetric bosonic and fermionic reflection 
factors respectively. The bosonic part of the reflection factor i?(^|7r/2,0) can be 
obtained using (1.69), and is 
We can write i t down more explicitly as 
(sinh 9 + sinh f ) - ^ (cosh 9 + cosh ^ ) sinh f - i cosh f 
(sinh 9 - sinh f ) + i (cosh 9 + cosh ^ ) sinh f + i cosh 
(4.40) 
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here we have replaced B in terms of its expansion up to the order of P'^. Furthermore, 
we can obtain the perturbation expansion of this expansion up to 0(/3^), and find 
that is 
R{9\7r/2,0) 
i sinh 6' + 1 
i sinh 9—1 
1 - —sinhe ( — - 4 ^ 
8 Vcosh^ + 1 cosh^ 
(4.41) 
I n (4.38), R];'{e) and RY>{9) are given by 
\ Z 4 / 
R^;\9) = Z-{9)cosh ( ^ - ^ ^ 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
First ly we perform the calculation using the Z~^{9) obtained by Moriconi and 
Schoutens in (4.25) for the lightest breather ( j = 1). We replace /? by -/?^/87r, then 
the expression becomes 
Z"- (9) = 
cosh (f + f ) 
exp 
exp 
-2i 
0 t cosh^ I 
sm — 
TT 
i rco dt sinh g sinh ( l + i . 29t 
2 Jo t cosh^ I cosh^ t 
sm 
TT 
(4.44) 
Substituting this into (4.42), we have 
i ? W ( ^ ) = exp -2? 
cosh g cosh | ( l + g ) i . et 
0 t cosh^ I 
sm — 
TT 
exp 
2 7o 
fit sinh f j s i n h ( l + £ ) t 
r^r-; r^ 5 — sm 
0 t cosh^ I cosh'' t TT 
(4.45) 
Let us look at the first exponential first. I t can be wri t ten as 
Jo t exp 
°° sinh ^ ^ ^^sinh I sinh f 
cosh I 87r cosh 
(4.46) 
Af ter performing integrals [68] and then expanding the exponential up to the order 
of /? ,^ we obtain 
1 -
iP' 9 
in cosh 9 
i9 m 
(4.47) 
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Now let us look at the second exponential in (4.45). When we also expand i t to 
order 0(/?^), i t becomes 
1 + f 
Jd 
dt-
sinht 
sinh 
2t9 
IGvr Jo cosh' | cosli" t TT 
The integral can be evaluated, the expression then is 
1 + 
IGTT 
29 
cosh 6 
TT sinh 6 
1 1 
cosh ^ + 1 cosh 9 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
Combining the results obtained in two exponentials in (4.45), Ri'^\0) up to order 
can be wri t ten as 
i sinh 6 
i sinh 6+1 
sinh^ 
1 
(4.50) 
167r Vcosh^ + 1 cosh^y STT cosh^j 
Finally, substituting this result together w i th (4.41) into the first expression 
in (4.38), we can obtain the supersymmetric reflection factor of the boson corre-
sponding to the boundary condition BC^ 
Rt (0) 16 Vcosh^ + l coshOy STT cosh 9 
In the classical l im i t /? —> 0, the bosonic reflection factor becomes 
Rt{9)r~.-l = K^{9). 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
However this l imi t is not correct. From (3.5), we already know that the classical 
reflection factor in terms of the rapidity is 
i sinh 9 + 1 
i sinh 9 — 1' 
W i t h similar calculations to those performed for the boson reflection factor, we 
can obtain the fermionic reflection factor. We found that i t is 
cosh^ 1 1 ^^2 
^ ~ Te"^^^^^ Vcosh^ + 1 cosh^ i sinh 9 + 1 
The classical l im i t of the fermion reflection factor is 
^ ^ ^ I smh ^ + 1 ^ ^ ' 
if__9_ 
87r cosh 9 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
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We w i l l see in the next chapter that this l imi t is not correct. The ratio of the 
supersymmetric reflection factors of boson and fermion can be read as 
Rt (9) _ tsmh9 + l 
R j { 9 ) - cosh 9 • ^^-'"^ 
I t is obvious that the ratio of the reflection factors appears correctly, which agrees 
wi th (4.18). However the classical l imits of the individual boson and fermion reflec-
t ion factors are not correct. 
In order to find the correct supersymmetric reflection factors, we use the expres-
sion (4.31) for (9). For the sinh-Gordon theory, this expression becomes 
1 
Z + (9) = 
cosh (f + ^) 
exp 
exp 
sm — 
TT 
^o°dt Sinh g | Sinh | ( l + g)^ . te 
~2i I ^sm 
Jo t cosh I 
\ p dt sinh g sinh (l + g) ^ .^^  2t9 
2 Jo t cosh^ I cosh^ t 
sm (4.56) 
Af te r some calculations similar to those performed before, we obtain the supersym-
metric reflection of boson up to order 
Rt (0) 
i sinh 9 + 1 
16 Vcosh^ + 1 i sinh 9-1 
In the l i m i t /? —>• 0, this reflection factor becomes 
9 
cosh 9 J STT cosh^ 
(0), i sinh 9-1 
which has a correct classical l imi t . 
We also found that the supersymmetric reflection factor for fermion is 
Rj (9) 
cosh 9 
16 Vcosh^-M 
1 
i sinh 9-1 
The classical l i m i t of the reflection factor is 
cosh^ 
cosh 9 
0 
Sir cosh 9 
Rj (9) Kf (9). 
^^"^ i s i n h ^ - 1 
The ratio of the supersymmetric reflection factors for boson and fermion is 
Rt 
R f 
i sinh 9 + 1 
cosh 9 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
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which agrees w i t h (4.18). 
The quantum reflection factors of boson (4.57) and fermion (4.59) are the same 
except for the classical reflection factors Kjj'{9) and Kj'{9) sit t ing in the formulas. 
This is what we expect f rom sypersymmetric theory. 
4.6 Supersymmetric reflection factors for BC~ case 
In this section, we w i l l calculate the supersymmetric reflection factors up to order 
0(/3^) for the boundary conditions corresponding to the case BC~, applying an 
analysis similar to that presented in the previous section. From (4.35), one can write 
down the supersymmetric bosonic and fermionic reflection factors corresponding to 
the boundary condition BC' respectively as 
R^{9) = Ri9\X7r,0)Rl-\9), 
(4.62) 
RJ{9) = R{9\X7r,0)R^f\9). 
Here the factors rI~\9) and R^f\9) are given by 
Rl-\9) = Z-{9)cosh(^--'-^], (4.63) 
\z 4 y 
R^f^ (9) = Z- (9) cosh + - r • (4.64) 
\2 4 y 
We can obtain Ri~\9) and R^f~\9) using 
Z- (9) = ^ exp 
c o s h ( f - f ) 
I r°° dtsinhpt smh(l-p)t . 29t 
' sm 
2 Jo t cosh I cosh t TT 2 
(4.65) 
We first need to replace P by —/3 /^87r in this expression, and then expand the 
expression up to the order of /? .^ We thus obtain 
Z- {9) 
iP^ /"°° , sinht . , 2t9 
1 + - — / dt—-^-7 smh — 
IDTT JO cosh ^ cosh t TT 
(4.66) 
cosh (f - f ) 
The integral can be evaluated. Af ter obtaining the solution for Z~ (9) up to the 
order 0(/?^), we can respectively write (4.63) and (4.64) in terms of the perturbation 
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solution of Z (9) as 
i S i - V ) = l + f s i „ h . ( ^ ^ - ^ ) + 
ip^ 9 
STT cosh 9' 
(4.67) 
i sinh 9 + 1 1 • ^ 1 \ tP' 9 
16 Vcosh 9 + 1 cosh 9J 8Tr cosh 0 
(4.68) 
cosh . 
The bosonic sector of the reflection factor i?(^|A7r,0) in (4.62) can also be ob-
tained f rom (1.69), that is 
R{9\XTr, 0) = (1) (2 - B/2) (1 + B/2) (4.69) 
Here we first write B in term of its perturbation expansion up to the order 0(/5^), 
that means replacing by /?^/27r, i t becomes 
(1) 2 - ^ 1 + ^ . 
More precisely, i t can be wri t ten down as 
1 - i sinh 9 sinh 9 + sinh ^ + i (cosh 9 + cosh ^ ) 
cosh 9 sinh 9 - sinh ^ - i (cosh 9 + cosh ^ ) ' 
Af te r the perturbation expansion up to the order of /? ,^ we obtain 
(4.70) 
(4.71) 
i sinh 9 — 1 
i sinh 9 + 1 
1 - ^ s m h 9 , , , 
8 Vcosh6' + l cosh^ 
(4.72) 
By combining this result wi th (4.67) and (4.68), we deduce the supersj'mmetric 
reflection factors corresponding to the boundary condition BC^ 
RJ{9) 
i sinh 9 — 1 
i sinh ^ + 1 
i sinh 9 — 1 
cosh 9 
1 1 
1 smh 9 . , ^ 
16 Vcosh^ + 1 coshe 
16 Vcosh 6' + 1 cosh 61 + 
iP^ 9 
87r cosh 9 
ip^ 9 
STT cosh 9 
(4.73) 
(4.74) 
I t is easy to find the ratio of the supersymmetric reflection factors 
R;{9) cosh 9 _ 1 - ?sinh^ 
RJ{9) l + 2sinh^ cosh 9 
(4.75) 
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which also agrees w i t h (4.18). The classical l imi t of the boson reflection factor is 
and the fermion reflection factor is 
We w i l l compare the results obtained here wi th the supersymmetric reflection 
factors which w i l l be extracted f rom the loop calculations in the following chapter. 
4.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have studied the exact reflection factors proposed by Moriconi 
and Schoutens for the breather multiplets of the supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory. 
By looking at the lightest breather solution, we checked the classical limits of the 
supersymmetric reflection factors for the sinh-Gordon theory up to 0(/5^). We found 
that the boson and the fermion reflection factors corresponding to the boundary 
condition BC~^ do not have the correct classical l imits. We therefore have made a 
correction to their exact reflection factors. As a result of this correction, we obtained 
the supersymmetric reflection factors which have the correct classical limits. For 
the boundary condition BC", we checked that the supersymmetric reflection factors 
obtained up to 0(^5^) do have the corrected classical l imits. In the next chapter, 
we w i l l obtain the supersymmetric reflection factors by another approach. We wi l l 
extract the reflection factors f rom the calculation of one-loop Feynman diagrams. 
We shall compare the boson and the fermion reflection factors obtained from the 
two different approaches. 
Chapter 5 
The Quantum Correction to the 
Supersymmetric Reflection Factor 
In the previous chapter, we have checked the classical l imits of the exact reflection 
factors for the supersymmetric sinh-Gordon model up to 0{p'^). In this chapter, we 
w i l l develop the perturbation theory in the supersymmetric sinh-Gordon model and 
w i l l consider the reflection factors f rom the calculations of the one-loop Feynman 
diagrams. First of all , we construct the Lagrangian for the supersymmetric sinh-
Gordon theory w i t h one boundary condition and discuss the fermion propagator in 
the presence of the boundary. Using the perturbation theory and path integral for-
malism, we derive the one-loop Feynman diagrams which w i l l be evaluated. We then 
perform the calculations for these diagrams in order to obtain the supersymmetric 
boson and fermion reflection factors. The results obtained here wi l l be compared 
w i t h the supersymmetric reflection factors obtained in the previous chapter. Finally, 
a discussion on the renormalisation w i l l be presented. 
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5.1 T h e construction of the Lagrangian 
Let us first construct the Lagrangian for the supersymmetric (SUSY) sinh-Gordon 
model on the bulk. I t can be described by 
£ = ]^d^(t)d^(j) - ^ cosh V2P^ - i>ij''df,i^ + U{(f>)iji;, (5.1) 
where 0 is a real scalar field and ip is a Majorana fermion, its adjoint •ip is obtained 
f rom ip by hermitian conjugation, •!/i=?/)t'yO. choose the representation for 2-
dimensional 7-matrices to be 
and 7 (5.2) 
t 0 ' 
In this representation, the charge conjugation is simply a complex conjugation, i.e. 
tp^ = ifj*^ so that a Majorana spinor satisfies ijji = ip*, iov \ = 1, 2, where -01 and '02 
are its two components. 
By requiring the Lagrangian to be invariant under the SUSY transformation, we 
can fix the functions U{(t)) in (5.1) as well as W{(f) in the following susy transfor-
mation 
5^ = eip + ipe, 
5^ = (^ 7^ 9M</> + W(0) ) e , (5.3) 
S,p = e{-i^^'d^(j) + W{(f))), 
where e is a constant anti-commuting Majorana spinor. 
Under the infinitesimal variations, 5(f), Sip and dtp, the Lagrangian (5.1) gives 
5jC = d f , (expO^cP + ^Ped^cp) + {YY'^d^<l> + i W e j ^ ) 
+id^W (^tpj^e - e^i)) - lU ( ^ 7 ^ e - l^^ip) d^cp 
(2/2 \ 
-8(P\^m^s\^h^p(P-UW\. (5.4) 
\ P ) 
By setting = 0, we have two conditions 
UW = — s i n h V2P(p, 
P (5.5) 
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The total derivative terms in (5.4) vanish on the whole line. Solving the condi-
tions (5.5), we obtain 
W = ±^msmh^P(l), U = ±mcosh^P(j). (5.6) 
We choose the plus sign for W and then the supersymmetric Lagrangian for 
the sinh-Gordon model in the bulk is 
C = \d^4)d^'(l) - ^ cosh ^/2|34> - xpij^d^^ + 2mi/ i^ cosh (5.7) 
I t is obvious that this Lagrangian is supersymmetric under the SUSY transforma-
t ion. 
The field equations of motion can be found f rom (5.7) 
d^(l) = sinh ^/2/?0 - ^^^tpip sinh ^ ^ ^ y ^ . 
2 ' 
V2P(t> 
i-f^d^ij = mi) cosh ^ ^ p , (5-8) 
idni)^^ - —mip cosh 
Li 
I n the presence of the boundary, the theory can be defined by adding the bound-
ary term to the bulk part. Inami, Odake and Zhang [64] constructed the supersym-
metric and integrable action for the sine-Gordon model on a half-line by checking 
the first non-tr ivial conserved charge. As we know, under analytic continuation, the 
sine-Gordon model goes into the sinh-Gordon model. We can therefore write down 
the action for the sinh-Gordon model on a half-line as 
/
oo rO 
dt J dx 
-oo 
-dfj,(f)d'^(f) - cosh \ / 2^0 - il)iYdfj,il) + mipip cosh " ^ ^ ^ 
Y- — » - r - T T ' l - f J . T • ••'•r-r 2 
(5.9) 
-2m ,V2P(f>_^lj. 
^osh T - i j ^ j - / dt 
J — OO 
Let us check whether the action is invariant under the susy transformation. The 
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variation in the action gives 
5S = j dt j dx [df, {6(P d^cP) - d f , (t^pj" 5^) 
( 
- 8<p d''(P 
^/2m r- \ /2 - \ /2 ^ 
2^ smh y/2p(p - —mP^ijj sinh —Pep 
- ( y/2 \ ( - . ^/2 \ 
- 5ip ij'^d^ip - 7mpcosh-—P(p + id^ip'y'^ + mip cosh-—Pep 6ip 
\ ^ J \ ^ I . 
rco 
- / dt 
J-oo 
±6^^^^ sinh ^P(p + ^Sip^ + ^ip5ip 
(5.10) 
Integrating out the first and second terms, the remaining part wi l l be 
ss /
OO rO 
dx 
— OO J —OO 
6cp -d^ 
V2m 
sinh V 2^0 + — m ^ V ' ' / ' s i n h — / ? 0 
zp 2 2 J 
( - - \/2 \ 
+ Stp [ -ij'^d^ip + mip cosh ^P(p ) + id^ip^ + mip cosh -—P(p 5tp 
V2, 
2 J 
+ / dt -d^(p T sinh ^P<^ + (^-i^l^ ± ^ V * ) H ± ^Sipip 
(5.11) 
We now apply the SUSY transformation in the above expression. After some 
calculations, we deduce that 
5S 
/
OO 
dt {dt(p [ ( - e i T £ 2 ) ^ 2 + (-62 T ei) Vi ] + ^^(/i [(ci ± £ 2 ) ^ 2 + ( - £ 2 T ei) A 
-00 
+ ^ sinh ^ P c P [ ( - e i T 62) V ' l + (^2 ± ei) ^ 2 ] | . (5.12) 
A t this stage, we can see that the action is supersymmetric i f and only i f the SUSY 
parameters satisfy the constraints 
ei = T e 2 . (5.13) 
This implies that only half of the supersymmetry on the bulk theory is preserved in 
the presence of the boundary. 
In addition to the bulk equations of motion (5.8), we now have the boundary 
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conditions for the boson field as 
d:,(f> = +—j-smh^—, (D.14) 
and for the fermion field as 
TAI = ± ^ 2 (5.15) 
at the boundary x = 0. 
When we compare the bosonic boundary conditions wi th (1.39), we see ao = 
(Ji = ± 1 in the supersymmetric theory. These two points correspond to the SUSY 
two points M± = ± ^ mentioned in [65 . 
In terms of component fields, the the equations of motion can be expressed as 
d'^(j) = — ^ sinh V2p(l) + iV2mipiij2 sinh 
V 2/5 \ /2 
{dt - da:)ip2 = rnipicosh^, (5.16) 
v 2 
{dt + da:)ipi =-m'il)2Cosh^. 
From the component forms, i t is easy to see that the vacuum solution is zero. In 
other words, (po = i^oi = V'02 = 0 are the solutions to the background fields. Here (po 
is the static background solution corresponding to the boson field and ipoi and '002 
corresponding to the two components of the fermion field. 
5.2 Boson Propagator 
The construction of the boson propagator in the presence of the boundary has 
been discussed in detail in chapter three. In the supersymmetric case, we have two 
kinds of boundary which preserve both supersymmetry and integrability. The boson 
propagator corresponding to the first boundary condition in(5.14) is given by 
doj rdk ie-'^(t-t') 
G{x,t;x\t') = r ^ r ^ - r ^ , — \e^^-'^+Kt[k) er^^-'^ 
J 2% J 2'K - - m^ + le ^ 
(5.17) 
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and for the second boundary condition is 
2% J 27r uj^ — k^ — m^ + le ^ J 
(5.18) 
We have seen that the coefiicient of the reflected term corresponds to the classical 
reflection factor in chapter three. In the SUSY case, we have two reflection factors 
and they are given by 
T^4-^,\ i k + m / , s i k — m ^^ 
for each boundary. When we set A; = m sinh 9, i t is straightforward to see that these 
classical reflection factors are same as (4.58) and (4.76). 
5.3 Fermion Propagator 
We are familiar w i th the fermion propagator on the whole line. In two dimensions, 
i t is usually wri t ten as 
where p stands for two-momentum. Here we shall use the notation 
Po=p° = u, pi = -p^ = -k. 
The propagator SF{X — x') satisfies the differential equation 
(z7^a^ - m) SF{X - x') = i62ix - x'). (5.21) 
In the representation (5.2), the above condition can be wri t ten exphcitly as 
= , f " " ' ' " " ' O e ' " - - ' (5.22) 
J 27r2Tr uj^-k^-m^ + iey^^^^f.^ ^ j 
In the presence of the boundary, we need to modify the fermion propagator, such 
that i t not only satisfies the equation (5.21), but also the boundary conditions (5.15). 
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By requiring this we have found that the fermion propagator corresponding to the 
boundary condition ipi = ip2 is 
SAx.t;x,t) = J - -
CO 2 — A;^  — + ie 
CO 
and to the boundary condition ipi — -ip2 is 
i{co — k) m 
CO — k —im 
ik — m CO + k 
\ 
-ik{x+x') ,(5.23) 
SF{x,t;x',t') = I 
dco dk le 
-iw(t-t') 
27r 27r oo'^ - k'^ - w? + it 
m —i(co + k) .,, 
{{uo — k) m 
CO 
ik + m 
Here the classical fermion reflection factors are 
^ CO — k —im ^ 
im u + k 
-ik{x+x') .(5.24) 
K CO f (5.25) ik + m 
When we place u = m cosh 9 and k — m s i n h ^ into these expressions, the results 
agree w i t h the classical l imits of the fermion reflection factors obtained in (4.60) 
and (4.77). 
One can check that (5.23) and (5.24) satisfy the boundary conditions (5.15) 
respectively. This can be achieved in the following way. A t the boundary x = 0, the 
condition ipi = -02 requires that the two elements in the same colum of 5^(0, t; x\ t') 
should be equal to each other. This reduces to the mass shell condition. In other 
words, we can say that i f the mass shell condition is satisfied by the requirement, we 
then conclude that the propagator satisfies the boundary condition. For x' = 0, the 
two elements in the same row of SF{X, t; 0, t') should be equal to each other subject 
to the mass shell condition. A similar analysis can be applied to the boundary 
Ipl = -'ip2-
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5.4 Generating Functional 
In chapter three, we discussed the generating functional for the boson field theory. 
That approach has a natural extension which leads to a generating functional for 
the Green's funct ion of the boson and fermion fields in a supersymmetric theory. 
The generating functional is defined in the usual way by introducing anticommuting 
external sources T]{X) and fj{x) in addition to the source J{x), and defining Z [J, rj, f j 
as 
Z [J, r],fi] = N J V4) Vi) Vip exp |? j d^x [£ + + # - f •j/i??] | , (5.26) 
where C can be wri t ten f rom (5.9) 
C = 9{-x) 
1 
2'^ 
8{x 
dfj,(f)d'^(j) - cosh y/2P(f) - iljij'^dfj,ip + mipip cosh 
2m V2P<P I j ' 
± — c o s h - y - T ^i^ip 
V2M 
(5.27) 
When we expand the second, four th and fifth terms up to the order of /? ,^ then the 
Lagrangian becomes, 
jC = Cp + C, + £ 4 , (5-28) 
where Cc corresponds to the constant term, £ 4 corresponds to the four point coupling 
term in the Lagrangian and Cp is the term that generates the propagators. They 
are respectively 
2m . , , m^ , 
^c = T^S{x)-—9{-x), 
U = \9{-x)mpmil,e + ^'^(^)^V' - '^9{-x)P^\, 
£p = -1<^  \9{-x)d'^ + m^9{-x) + 5{x)d^ ± m6{x)] (p, 
Li 
(5.29) 
9{-x)iYd^ - m9{-x) + -5{x) ip. 
We rewrite the last expression in the form 
Cp = -l(PM<p-ipMip. 
Li 
(5.30) 
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Here we have defined the diflFerential operators as 
M = 9 {-x) (d^ + m'^)+5 {x) [d^ ± m), 
(5.31) 
M = 9[-x) { i ^ - m ) + -5{x). 
The generating functional can now be writ ten as 
Z [J, r],fi] = N J V(p Vtp Vip exp | i J Sx [£p + L^ + U + + f]-^ + ^r] 
= N jvcpVxpVxP 
exp {z / d'x [^9{-x)pm)<p' T ^P'S{x)cP' -
(5.32) exp i / d X -^(pM(p - tpJ^ip + + T]tp + ipr] 
Li 
I f we replace each power of 0, ?/' and in the first exponential factor by the functional 
derivatives w i t h respect to the sources, then the functional integrals can only act on 
the second exponent 
/ c- \ 4 ' 
Z [J, ri,rj] = N exp l"^ J d' X •'^9{-x)P'+'^^pH{x)m iSJ{x) 
V(p Vip Vip expli / d ^ x 
x) J dri{x) ri(x) 
— ^(pM(p + J(p — tp J\f ip + riip + iprj 
(5.33) 
By performing the functional integrals, we have 
Z [J, 77,77] = A^exp \^ ^ Sx 
JdJ{x) 
(5.34) 
6ri{x) r]{x) 
where ZQ [J, 77,77] is the free generating functional of the theory 
Zo [J, V, V] = { / d'^xd'^y 
Zo [J, V; V] ! 
-^J{x)G{x,y)J{y) - r]{x)SFix,y)v{y) .(5.35) 
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In order to calculate Z [J, 77,77] up to order we need to expand the exponents 
up to the second terms and then perform the functional derivatives of ZQ [ J, 77, f\ 
Z = N { 1 - ^ P ' J d'x 9{—x)m'^ ± --5{x)m 
2,G{x, xf - QG{x, x) l ^ j d'y Gix, y)J{y) 
+ / d^yG{x,y)rj{y)J{y) 
+ \rn(5^ j d^x9{-x) G{X,X)SF{X,X) (5.36) 
-G{x,x) j d^ySF{x,y)rj{y) j d^zfi{z) SF{Z,X) 
-SF{x,x))(^j d^y G{x,y)J{y))' 
+ d^yG{x,y)J{y)j j dh SF{X, z)v{z) J d'wfj{z)SF{w,x) >Zo. 
We now fix the normalisation constant N by imposing the normalisation condi-
t ion Z[0] = 1. This gives us 
N = l+ d'x 9{-x)m^ ± -S{x)m G{x, xf-^-mp^ j d^x9{-x)G{x, x)S{x, x). 
(5.37) 
Substituting this back into (5.36) yields the final expression for the generating func-
tion Z up to the desired order 
Z=\ 1 + ^(3'' j d^x\9{-x)m^ ±U{x)m\ QG{x,x) [ f d^y G{x,y)J{y) 
I d'yG{x,y)J{y) 
mp^ I d^x9{-x) -G{x,x) I d^ySF{x,y)v{y) J dh f){z)SFiz,x) 
-SF{X,X) ( I a G{x,y)J{y)'^' 
I d'yG{x,y)J{y)^' J d'z Spix, z)rj{z) J d'w V{Z)SF{W,X) 
(5.38) 
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5.5 T h e t w o - p o i n t func t ions 
Having obtained the generating functional Z up to we can proceed to evaluate 
the boson and fermion two-point functions up to the same order. These functions 
are defined by 
(5.39) ^ ( x i , r r 2 ) = 
r 8J{xi)6J{x2) 
1 5^Z 
J = Tl=fj = 0 
(5.40) 
J = T ] = f j = 0 
i"^ dri{xi)5fj{x2) 
Using the result obtained in (5.38), i t can be easily calculated that the boson two-
point funct ion is 
g{xi,X2) = G{xi,X2) - ip^ 9{—x)m'^ ± ^5{x)m G{x,x) Gix,x,) G{x,X2) 
+ I ( f x 9{-x)Six, x) G{x, xi) G{x, X2). (5.41) 
The result in (5.41) can be represented by means of the following Feynman diagrams. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.1: Correction to the boson propagator. 
Diagram (a) is the tree level boson propagator. The second and th i rd diagrams 
represent the boson and fermion one loop correction to the boson two point function 
respectively. 
We find that the fermion two-point function is 
5 ( x i , X 2 ) = S F { X I , X 2 ) - j ( f x e{-x)G{x, x) S F { X I , X ) SF{X, X2). (5.42) 
Similarly, we can represent the result in (5.42) by means of the following Feynman 
diagrams. 
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' I 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.2: Correction to the fermion propagator. 
Diagram (a) is the tree level fermion propagator and (b) is the boson one loop 
correction to the fermion propagator. 
For convenience we have denoted the propagators G{xi,ti; X2, ^ 2 ) and SpixiAi, X2, ^ 2 ) 
as G { x i , X 2 ) and S F { X I , X 2 ) . 
In the following sections we w i l l carry out the calculation of Feynman diagrams, 
f rom which we extract the boson and fermion reflection factors. 
5.6 T h e f e r m i o n re f lec t ion fac tor fo r BC'^ case 
In this section we calculate the fermion reflection factor that corresponds to the case 
when the boundary condition is • ^ i = ip2-
Since there is no four Fermi coupling in the correction to the fermion propagator, 
we need only to calculate the diagram which comes f rom the bulk potential. That 
corresponds to the diagram (b) in Figure 5.2. I t can be interpreted as 
7 r+00 rO 
—mP^ / dt" / dx" SF {X, t- x\ t') G {x\ t"- x", t") Sp (x", t"; x', t'), (5.43) 
4 J— CO J— 00 
where the fermion propagator is given by (5.23). The loop propagator is 
A counter term is needed to remove the divergence in the first term. We wi l l discuss 
how to eliminate i t in the end of this chapter. The energy integral can be integrated 
for the second term, and then the finite part of the loop integral wi l l be 
— , ^ K^{k")e-'^'"^". (5.45) 
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Put t ing i t back in expression together wi th the fermion propagators in expres-
sion (5.43), we have 
i 2 fdoo f d k r dk' ie'^'-n ^^-ikx-^k'x' 
„ f dk" K^{k") 
27r 2Vk"^ + m 2 
V 
+ 
+ 
+ (w — k){uj — k') —2imuj + im{k — k') 
2imuj + im{k - k') m? ^-[u ^-k){io + k') j 
Jx"{k+k'-2k") 
2mu) — m{k — k') —nfi — i(w — k){io + k') 
y w?i + i{uj + k){uj - k') 2mu + 2{k + k') j 
[ rrfu — m{k + k') —im? — i{u) — k){u + k') 
im? + i{LO + k){uj- k') 2muj + m{k + k') 
Kj[k')e i\Jx"{k-k'-2k"^ 
Kj[k)e ix"{-k+k'-2k") 
+ Kl{k)Kl{ky^"^-'-''-''"^ X 
^ rrf + {to - k){u - k') -2imuj im{k - k') 
^ 2imuj - f im{k - k') m? + {uj + k) {u + k') 
The next step is to perform the x" integrals by using (3.53). This gives 
(5.46) 
du) r dk r dk' 
[ ^ J 2n J 2Tr J 
le -iuj{t-t') le -ikx—ik'x' I dk" K^{k") 27r a;2 - A;2 - m 2 + ie uP- - k'^ - m? + ie J 27r 2\/A;"2 + m? 
+ {to - k){LU - k') -2imu) + im{k - k') \ - i 
2imu + im{k - k') w? + {uj + k){uj + k') j k + k ' - 2k" - ip 
( 2muj ~ m{k - k') -rn^i - i{u} - k){ijj + k ' ) \ - i K f { k ' ) 
\mH + i{uj + k){u; - k') 2mto + 2{k + k') j k - k ' - 2k" - ip 
+ 
rrfuj - m{k + k') -inf - i{u> - k){uj + k') 
irrf + i{Lo + k){Lo ~ k') 2muj - f m{k 4- k') 
-iKj{k) 
-k + k' - 2k" - ip 
rrf + {LO - k){co - k') -2imoj -t- i'm{k - k') 
2imu + im{k - k') + {to + k){u + k') ) 
-iKj{k)Kj[k') 
- k - k ' - 2k" - ip 
(5.47) 
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We can integrate out every k" integral by closing the contour in the upper half 
plane and let the branch cuts run f rom im to ioo, so that we can avoid the pole 
contribution f rom K{k"). The other pole can also be avoided due to ip. Let us begin 
w i t h the first term for the k" integral. I t can be decomposed into partial fractions 
dk" K+{k") -I I 27T 2Vk"^ + m 2 k + k' - 2k" - ip 
1 - { ^ ) K ( ^ ) 
47r Jm ^ v ^ ^ T n ? 
(5.48) 
y + m y + i{k + k')/2 
where we make the change k" — iy. The integrals can be evaluated by using 
2 + 00 
dy-
T T 
tan ' 
m + 2a 
(5.49) 
-m'^y + 2a - 4a^ ^2 ~" V m - 2a 
By changing the variable y = mcosh.9, we obtain the result for the first k", which is 
_1_ 
47r 
T T 
m 2 + {k + k'Y/A V2 
tan" 
2m + i{k + k') 
2m - i{k + k') 
(5.50) 
Having obtained the first k" integral in (5.47), we now perform the integrals over 
k and k'. The contours should be closed in the upper half plane due do x,x' < 0. 
These produce 
47r 2A;2 im CO + k 
m cosh ^ 1 4 2 , 
(5.51) 
where A; = \/uj'^ — m^. 
The remaining three terms in (5.47) can be completed in the same way, except 
that k + k' IS replaced by one of k — k', —k + k' and —k — k'. Combining the results 
of the calculations we have 
16^ 
d<^ i^(t-t') -tk{x-x')]: 
2TT 
27r sinh^ 9 
uj — k —2i 
2m sinh 9 
A9 sinh9' 
cosh 9 
(5.52) 
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From this we can extract the fermion reflection factor. I t is defined as the coefficient 
of the reflected term of the exact two-point correlation function in the asymptotic 
region far away f rom the boundary. We therefore obtain the correction to the fermion 
reflection factor up to order and i t is given by 
Rj{k) = Kl{k) 1 --^smh9 
I G T T Vcosh^ + 1 cosh^y STrcosh^ 
The result obtained here exactly agrees wi th the one in (4.59). 
(5.53) 
5.7 T h e f e r m i o n re f lec t ion fac tor fo r BC case 
The other fermion reflection factor corresponding to the boundary condition ipi = -
tp2 can be obtained in the same way as presented in the previous section. In this case, 
we need to use (5.18) and (5.24) as the boson and fermion propagators respectively. 
Our calculations show that the fermion reflection factor is 
RjCk) = KjCk) 1 - ^ sinh 9' ^ • ^ (5.54) 
IGTT Vcosh^ + 1 coshOj 87rcosh^ 
This result also agrees wi th the fermionic reflection factor corresponding to the 
boundary BC~ obtained in (4.74) 
5.8 T h e boson re f lec t ion fac tor fo r BC^ case 
In order to obtain the correction to the boson reflection factor, we need to calculate 
the diagrams (b) and (c) in Figure 5.1. 
We begin by calculating diagram (b). There are two contributions coming from 
this graph, one f rom the boundary and the other one f rom the bulk potential. The 
first contribution is described by 
--P^m / dt" G{x,t; 0,t') G{0,t"; 0,t") G ( 0 , i " ; x',t'). (5.55) 
4 J-oo 
We first use the propagators which correspond to the first set of the boundary 
conditions in (5.14) and (5.15). The integral over to" generates a delta function 
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which allows us to integrate over to'. The middle propagator is 
which is the divergent integral. The issue of such divergences w i l l be discussed in 
some detail in the end of this chapter. For the time being we assume that this 
divergence has somehow been regularised. I t can be replaced by the finite integral 
f du" r dk" i 2m 
J ^ J 271 a;"2 - A;"2 - + le ik" - m ^^'^^^ 
The lo" integral can be easily evaluated to obtain 
(dk" 1 m . 
J 2TT + w? ik" - m ^ ' 
We can avoid the pole contribution by closing the contour in the upper-half plane 
for the k" integral. Therefore we only need to consider the branch cut contribution. 
By replacing k" = iy, we obtain 
2 r°° , 1 1 1 , , 
- - / dy , = = - - . (5.59) 
T T Jm V ^ ' +W? y + m TT 
By placing this in (5.55), the remaining integral w i l l be 
zm/?2 rduj [dk fdk' g- '^^ ^*-*') ^-ikx-ik'x' 2ik 2ik' 
fdu) rdK fc 
I 2^ I 2^ I'. Air J TT J 7TJ 27r {cu^ - k^ - w? + le) (a;2 - A;'2 - rn? + i t ) [ik - m) {ik' - m)' 
(5.60) 
Af te r performing the k and k' integrations by closing the contours in the upper half 
plane, we obtain 
_irnP^ r du K+{k) 
47r J 27r (ik + m){ik - m) 
where k = \/uP- — m?. We can set k = m s i n h ^ in (5.61) and extract a contribution 
to the boundary refiection factor which is 
We now consider the contribution which comes f rom the bulk potential. From the 
boson two-point function (5.41), we can write i t down as 
/
+CX) rO 
dt" / dx"G{x,t- x',t') G{x",t"- x",t") Gix",t"- x',t'). (5.63) 
-oo J—oo 
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The integral over t" again provides a delta function which allows us to perform the 
uj' integral. The middle propagator is 
dcu" fdk" I 
G{x",t"; x",t") 
2TT J 2TT U"^ - k"^ -m^ + ie 
+ ^-2ik"x" l + Kt{k")e 
(5.64) 
Again the first term is divergent. We suppose a minimal subtraction can be made to 
yield a finite part. We leave the discussion for the end of this chapter. Integrating 
over UJ" in the second term produces 
dk" K^jk") ^_,,,„,„ 
27r 2Vk"^ + m2 
We substitute i t w i th the other two propagators into (5.64) to get 
0^ rdto fdk [dk' ie-'^(*-*') ^^rkx-itix-
(5.65) 
-im 
^ J-J^ J 2TI J 2n J 2TI uj^-k^-m'^ + le - k'^ - m^ + ie 
r r i y 1 
/ -t2^k'^+m^^^^^"^ [e^(^+'='-2'='>" + /C(^')e^^^-^'-^^"^^" (5.66) 
+Kt{k)e^-'^''-''"^^" + K^{k)K^{ky^~'-''-''"^^" 
The integration over x" can again be obtained by using (3.53). The k" integrations 
can be achieved in the same way presented in (5.47). 
The result of our calculation for (5.66) is 
T T J 27r 2 ^ ) 
2 sinh^ 9 T T 
cosh^^ +2^^"^^ ^Vcosh^ + 1 cosh^ 
1 
(5.67) 
We can extract the reflection factor f rom this integral as 
1 ^ / 1 1 
'-^K^{k)sinh9 
T T 
+ -
cosh'^6' 4 V cosh 6*+ 1 cosh 9 
(5.68) 
Combining this factor w i th (5.62), we obtain the contribution of the boson reflection 
factor coming f rom diagram (b) in Figure 5.1 
iB^ - f \ 1 
— Knk) sinh 6* ( — — — 
8 ' Vcosh0 + 1 cosh^ 
(5.69) 
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The next task is to calculate the fermion loop correction to the boson propagator. 
The only contribution comes f rom the bulk potential for diagram (c) in Figure 5.1. 
We may write down the contribution in the following form 
^m/?2 rdt" rix" G (x, t- x ' , t') TrSp (x", t"; x", t") G (x", i " ; x' , t'). (5.70) 
2 7—oo J-oo 
The trace of the fermion propagator is 
du" f dk" 6 I _ -2ik"x" 
TrSF{x",t"; x",t") = j ^ j 27r a;"2 - k"^ - m? + le 
2m 
ik" — m 
) (5.7 
where the first term is logarithmically divergent. I t may be eliminated by mass 
renormalisation. The second term also contains a divergence that looks as i f i t has 
to do wi th wave function renormalisation since an exponential term is attached. For 
the moment, we w i l l not discuss the renormalisation. By rewriting w"^ in the second 
term, we might choose the finite part as 
which can be integrated out to obtain 
Placing this back into expression (5.70) together wi th two boson propagators, 
we have 
du f d k f d k ' i e - M t - n ^^-^kx-ik'x' 
I 2o2 f f 
27r J 27r C<;2 — A;2 — 777,2 -I- _ ).I2 _ .^2 _^ 
f d r K^jk") | 0 r .(;.+fc'-2/=")x" ^ j^+^^,yi,-k'-2k"y' (5 
J 27r V/c"2 -I- 7?T,2 J-cx, L 
+K+(A;)e'(-'=+^'-2'='')^'' -f-i^+(/t)i^+(A;')e^(-'=-'='-''=''^^''' • 
The remaining integrations are similar to the one that we performed for diagram 
(b) in Figure 5.1. The calculation gives the following contribution to the reflection 
factor 
iP^ s inh^ ip^ . , ^ / 1 1 \ 
— Ki^(k) ^ + K^ik) smhd — — — — . D.7D 
27r ' ' ^ cosh^^ 8 Vcosh^ + 1 cosh^/ 
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Combining the results (5.69) and (5.75), we finally obtain the quantum correction 
of the boson reflection factor up to order This is given by 
Rt{k)=KCk) 
ip^ smh9 
1 + ^ (5.76) 271 cosh^9_ 
This reflection factor does not agree wi th the result obtained in (4.57). 
There are two other ways to choose the finite part. One way is to choose the 
finite part as 
du" r dk" -2im r du" r 
J ~2^ J 
-2ik"x" 
27T CO"^ - k"^ m^ 
(5.77) 
W i t h the similar integral procedure, we can extract a contribution to the reflec-
t ion factor 
tP^ 
Ktik) 
sinh^ 9 - 1 9sm\i9 1 
4 cosh^ 9 T T cosh^ 9 4 2 sinh 9 
This enables us to determine the following reflection factor 
1 
Rt{k) = K^{k) 
^ iP^ smh9 tP' ^^^^ 
2TT cosh^9 4 Vcosh^ + 1 
1 
cosh^ 
(5.78) 
(5.79) 
The finite part chosen by another method is 
dtj" fdk" I r co r 
J ~2^ J 
2m2 -2ik"x" 
2-n - k"'^ - m^ + ie ik" - m 
which correspondingly gives the reflection factor 
sinh (9 T T 1 
(5.80) 
Rtik) = K^{k) 1 
10^ 
2TI 2cos\i^9 ^ 4 sinh ^ 
1 - + 
9 
cosh'9 J 2 cosh'9 
(5.81) 
However none of these results give the right correction to the boson reflection factor. 
A t the present, we are unable to find a unique waj^ in which to choose the finite 
part in (5.71). The boson reflection factors obtained here do not agree with the 
perturbative result which we have obtained in the previous chapter. Principally, 
the supersymmetry suggests that the boson reflection factor should be same as the 
fermion one except for the classical factors. This provides enough information to 
establish the boson reflection factor. I t should be the one given in (4.57). However, 
this leaves the question, how can one get this result f rom the loop calculation? 
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5.9 T h e boson re f lec t ion fac tor fo r BC~ case 
W i t h the same analysis presented in the previous section, we obtain the bosonic 
reflection factor that corresponds to the boundary BC~. We have shown that there 
are three ways to choose the finite part in the boson loop propagator. The first 
method produces the result to be 
sinh^ 
R;{k) = K^{k) 1 - (5.82) 
27r cosh^ e_ 
This factor as well as the results obtained in the other two methods discussed in 
the previous section do not give us the correct answer. As far as supersymmetry is 
concerned , we can guess the correct result should be (4.73). 
On the other hand, the renormalisation may enable us to choose the finite part 
in the theory. 
5.10 Renormahsa t ion 
We have seen in previous sections that integrations over one-loop integrals in Feyn-
man diagrams contain divergent terms. In order to eliminate this divergence, we 
need to consider the renormalisation of the theory. 
Since the theory has ultraviolet divergences, one should add renormalisation 
counter terms to ensure ultraviolet finiteness. 
We consider the mass renormalisation at the one-loop level 
rrf = ml + d n f , (5.83) 
where mo is a bare mass and dm? contains the divergences. 
By substituting (5.83) into the supersymmetric Lagrangian (5.27), we can deduce 
the two point functions for the boson and fermion wi th the same analogy to sections 
5.4 and 5.5. In this case, we have the following two diagrams in addition to the 
diagrams given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
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X X - - - -
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3: Mass counter terms to the boson and fermion propagators. 
The diagram (a) in Figure 5.3 represents the mass counter term to the fermion 
two point function. I t is algebraically given by 
i - ^ I d^x 9(~X)SF(XI,X) S F ( X , X 2 ) . (5.84) 
2mo J 
Correspondingly, the diagram (b) in Figure 5.3 represents the mass counter term 
to the boson two point function. I t is found to be 
s{xy 
iSm / d X 9{-x) ± G{xux)G{x,X2), (5.85) 
2mo_ 
where the first term corresponds to the bulk contribution and the second term to 
the boundary contribution. 
We need to fix the counter mass next. Let us begin wi th the first diagram. 
The mass counter term given by this diagram is 
(5.86) 
2mo 
We now come back to study the divergent term in (5.44) 
i 2 [ dto" f dk" i 
After integrating over the energy integral and then the momentum integral for large 
A, we obtain 
- - ^ m o / ? M n — , (5.88) 
87r mo 
where A is the ultraviolet cut off. As A —>• -f-00, i t is obvious that this is logarithmi-
cally divergent. The divergence should be eliminated by (5.86). This fixes the mass 
counter term as 
Srr^ = ^ ^ J A , (5.89) 
47r mo 
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For the diagram (b) in Figure 5.3, we need to consider the boundary and bulk 
contributions separately. For the boundary case, we have seen in (5.56), there is the 
divergent term including the factor —•imo/?^/4 
^ ^ 2 f du" f dk" 2i 
Correspondingly i t gives the mass counter term 
W = =i^l„B^. (5.91) 
2TT mo 
However we notice that the mass counter term is fixed diff'erently in the bulk contri-
bution of the boson loop correction to the fermion propagator and in the boundary 
contribution of the boson loop correction to the boson propagator. In principle, i f 
the mass renormalisation works, the mass counter term should be fixed uniquely. In 
other words (5.89) and (5.91) should be same. 
Let us now to study the bulk contribution. For this case we have the two di-
vergences one comes f rom the boson loop (b) and the other one f rom the fermion 
loop (c) in Figure 5.1. The divergent part of the boson loop can be read from (5.64) 
including the factor —imlp'^ as 
. 9 /• du" f dk" i 
and the fermion loop divergence f rom (5.71) including the factor ?mo/3^/2 as 
i ^9 f du" f dk" i2mn , 
We find that (5.92) and (5.93) are the same upto a minus sign. Therefore the 
divergences coming f rom the boson loop and the fermion loop exactly cancel. This 
implies that 
W = 0, (5.94) 
and we do not need to perform mass renormalisation. 
As we have seen in the section 5.8, there is another divergence in the second 
term of (5.71) and i t is multiplied by the factor e"^ *'^ "^ ". This divergence might be 
eliminated by the coupling or wave function renormalisations. 
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Let us consider the SUSY transformation (5.3) 
6(f) = eij) + ipe, 
V2 . , P f 
— smh 
P V2, 
5^= iYdf,(l>+^smh^]e, (5.95) 
Sip = 6 -i'y^d^cj) + — sinh -j= 
I f we substitute the bare quantities 
mo = Zmm, Po = ZpP, 
(5.96) 
into the SUSY transformation, we obtain the following relations between the renor-
malisation constants 
Z, = Z2, Zm = l, Zp^Z^^I\ (5.97) 
Here the mass renormalisation factor Zm = I again implies that we do not need to 
do the mass renormalisation. I f this is the case, then i t is not clear how we wi l l 
eliminate the divergent terms (5.87) and (5.90). 
5.11 Conclus ion 
In this chapter, we have computed the supersymmetric fermion and boson reflection 
factors by calculating the one loop diagrams. Having neglected the divergence in the 
boson loop correction to the fermion propagator, the result obtained by calculat-
ing the one-loop diagrams agrees wi th the result obtained in the previous chapter. 
However, the boson reflection factors do not. This motivated us to study the renor-
malisation. The question is how can we renormalise the theory consistently? 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Outlook 
This thesis studies the sinh-Gordon theory known as the simplest model in the afline 
Toda theory. 
We have attempted to investigate the theory wi th two boundaries. By looking 
at a particular solution to the equation of motion, we have obtained the reflection 
factors and the energy. However this solution is not a real solution. When we 
linearised the field we found that the static background solution was described by 
an elliptic funct ion and the equation of motion was formulated to the Lame equation. 
We then studied the theory wi th one boundary condition. By developing pertur-
bation theory, we deduced the three types of one-loop Feynman diagrams in order 
to calculate the quantum correction of the reflection factor. A correction of the 
boundary contribution f rom the bubble diagram has been obtained. In the l imi t 
(Jo = a i = cr, this correction agrees wi th the one obtained in [24 . 
We also studied the supersymmetric extension of the model wi th one boundary 
condition. We have found that the classical l imits of the SUSY reflection factors [65 
corresponding to the boundary condition BC^ appear to be incorrect. On the other 
hand, by calculating the Feynman diagrams at the one loop order, we obtained the 
fermion reflection factors. These agree wi th the results obtained in chapter four. 
Although we were unable to renormalise the theory properly, the SUSY however 
provides us w i t h an extra ingredient to enable us to determine the boson reflection 
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factors, once we know the fermion reflection factors. 
There are several interesting problems which have been suggested for investiga-
t ion in the literature regarding affine Toda theories. 
Firstly, an investigation into the renormalisability of the theory for the sinh-
Gordon model w i t h one boundary condition, but w i t h different boundary parame-
ters ao and d i . In particular how one could renormalise the wave function, mass, 
boundary parameters and coupling consistently. This is an important question to 
study in detail. For the a„ (n > 2) theory, the classical integrability fixes the bound-
ary parameters up to signs. The relation between different boundary parameters for 
the other aflfine Toda field theories may not be compatible wi th the classical inte-
grabili ty and renormalisability [16]. How does the renormalisation work in these 
cases? 
Secondly, the need to study the duality of the affine Toda models. There are two 
types of duality. One is the weak-strong coupling duality, in which the S-matrix is 
invariant under the transformation P —> Air/p. The S-matrix of the affine Toda 
models based on ade series is self-dual. This type of duality has been observed for 
the sinh-Gordon model [24] and the 0 3 ^ ^ theory [35]. Another is the particle-soliton 
duality: the Thi r r ing model [69] exhibits this kind of duality wi th the sine-Gordon 
model. One can investigate what kind of duality property is possessed by reflection 
factors. What happens to these dualities in the presence of boundary conditions [70]? 
Thirdly, in the supersymmetric case, i t would be interesting to understand the 
effect of the fermions on the duality transformation, since one would guess the two 
allowed points are either self-dual or dual partners [24 . 
Besides these, there remain some problems which need further investigation. 
1) In the second chapter, we have attempted to find the solution to the sinh-
Gordon equation by two different methods. One method assumed that the solution 
has the form(2.55). However, the solution obtained wi th this ansatz is not a real 
solution. A n appropriate assumption can be made as the solution to the sinh-Gordon 
equation or the equation may be solved using the Hirota's method. The new solution 
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should allow us to investigate the energy spectrum. The second method was to solve 
the sinh-Gordon equation around the static background field. We found that the 
background solution is described by an elliptic function. Lame's equation needs to 
be solved in order to obtain an approximate energy spectrum in the two-boundary 
sinh-Gordon theory. 
2) The calculation on the bulk contribution in diagram (b) in Figure 3.1 could 
be finished. Once the second order quantum correction of the reflection factor for 
the sinh-Gordon model w i th the general one-boundary condition is completed, one 
might t ry to calculate the correction to a higher order. Calculating the quantum 
reflection factor is one way of approaching the quantum integrability of the theorj'. 
3) How does the renormalizability of the supersymmetric sinh-Gordon theory 
work? By looking at the supersymmetric transformations themselves, we deduce 
that the mass renormalisation need not be performed in order to maintain the su-
persymmetry. I f this is the case, then how can one eliminate the divergences of the 
loop integral in order to obtain the quantum boson and fermion reflection matrices? 
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